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Introduction
Never before the reign of Victoria (1837-1901) was there
such an era of social change and advancement. The Industrial
Revolution caused many men to lose their positions. Conditions
became almost unbearable, until the Reform Bill of 1832 which
gave political power to the middle class. Prom them the power
gradually seeped down to the working people.
The resulting growth of democracy made general education
imperative, for people who wore allowed to vote had to be
taught how to use their new power. Parliament passed a grant
in 1833 establishing schools for all children. Higher educa-
tion came also with the founding of secondary schools, colleges
and municipal universities.
The natural result of this increase in education was a
great increase in the demand for books. The great Victorian
writers, inspired by this vast audience, wrote volumes to
I
instruct and inspire, with the result that the relationship !
between literature and society was very close. The literature
was, therefore, very serious and purposeful, although the
|
writers were still romantic. Of course, there were a few
j
examples of classicism, but the characteristics were usually
those of the other school. There was variety in the forms.
The writers were emotional. Their imagination played an
j
important part in their work. They stressed the unusual in
|
!
commonplace things. Even in their realism they were romantic.
\
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2They sought heauty as well as truth. And they worked so Indus--
triously that the literary results have to he placed beside
|
!
those of the Blizabethan Age.
}
1
Thus we may sum up the period as one of great advancement :
i
philosophically, industrially, and socially. In religion,
j
1
one of the high lights was the Oxford movement. The vast leap
|
1
1
forward in democracy was the result of the French Revolution, i
With this freedom came the freedom of the press which resulted
in an ever-increasing reading public constantly demanding
i
fresh supplies.
j
II 1
Life of Rossetti
Into this remarkable age was born Dante Gabriel Rossetti,
the poet and artist, baptized Gabriel Charles Dante, May 12,
1828, at 38 Charlotte Street, Portland Place, London. He was
the second in a family of four children. His father was
Gabriele Rossetti, an Italian patriot, who, after many vicissi-
tudes, reached FIngland in 1824 and there married Prances
Polidori in 1826. She was the daughter of a Tuscan, at one
time Alfieri's secretary, who had married an English woman.
Thus Dante Gabriel inherited his English traits from his mother
In 1831 the father became professor of Italian in Zing’s
College and earned for himself a wide reputation as a commen-
tator on Dante. Thus, it can be seen that he was a man of high
literary tastes and, at the same time, a poet of genuine
quality.
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3Rossetti's home environment was essentially Italian. This was !
I
especially true during the lifetime of his father.
Due to his father also was the studious atmosphere of the
home. All of the children were introduced to the works of
such men as Shakespeare and Scott long before most children
have ever heard their flames.
Although the children were brought up in the Protestant
faith, the Catholic faith naturally had a strong influence
upon them. Its mysticism and spiritual glamour appealed
especially to Dante. Perhaps this partly explains the presence
of both rationalism and superstition in his poetry and painting,
and his love of symbols.
Thus "to his parentage the young Gabriel was indebted for
much, but especially to his mother. One can judge of the
latter's quiet sensible character, and deep religious instincts,
from the portraits left us by her son. 3ut
,
besides these
qualities, she possessed good literary and artistic judgment,
shrewd knowledge of human nature, and a fund of common sense
which was strong enough to prevent the somewhat mystical spirit
pervading the thoughts of her young family from deteriorating
into morbid and unhealthy channels. Between Rossetti and his
i
{
mother the warmest and most affectionate relations prevailed" i
i
throughout his life.fl)
j
1
Dante's education started in a private school in Poley
|
i
Street but soon changed to Zing's College School where he
|
stayed until 1843. On leaving there he went to Cary's Art I
(1) Marillier, p. 2
I
i
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4Academy, and then obtained admission to the Royal Academy An-
tique School. We have a very graphic picture of the young
Rossetti when he first appeared there, given by a fellow-
student. ’’Thick, beautiful, and closely-curled masses of rich
brown much-neglected hair fell about an ample brow, and almost
to the wearer’s shoulders; strong eyebrows marked, with their
dark shadows a pair of rather sunken eyes, in which a sort of
fire, instinct with what may be called proud cynicism, burned
with furtive energy. His rather high cheekbones were the more
observable because his cheeks were roseless and hollow enough
to indicate the waste of life and midnight oil to which the
youth was addicted. Close shaving left bare his very full, not
to say sensuous lips, and square-cut masculine chin. Rather
below the middle height, and with a slightly rolling gait,
Rossetti came forward among his fellows with a jerky step, !
I
tossed the falling hair back from his face, and, having both
|
hands in his pockets, faced the student world with an insouci-
|
ant air which savoured of thorough self-reliance . ”f 1)
j
i
It was a great pity that the dry atmosphere of this school
j
was too much of a burden for him. He never progressed to the
|
classes studying Life and Painting. He was bored by the con- !
ventional methods of instruction and left after two years.
|
This failure on his part to apply himself to the mastering of
!
I
j
drawing caused him deep regret later, and was the explanation
|
of his loading defect as an artist, defective knowledge of !
anat omy
.
fl) llarillier, pp. 4-5
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5In hi3 nineteenth year, he wrote 'Ti/Iy Sister's Sleep" and
j
"The Blessed Damozel," giving the world conclusive evidence 1
that he had a remarkable ability with his pen as well as with
his brush. In fact, greater maturity is shown in these two
poems than in any of his attempts at painting up to this time.
Having left the Academy, he worked for a time with Ford
;
i
i
Madox Brown. The monotonous studies in still life which Brown |
}
made him do soon drove him in despair to Holman Hunt, who gave
1
him the courage to go on with his art. In Hunt's studio he ^
began his first real painting, "The Girlhood of Mary Virgin.” :
It was the sale of this picture which gave him the money to
1
take his first trip to the continent. Although his visit there;
1
was a short one, we have absolute proof of it in his little
j
poem, "The Carillon" with its interesting reference to the
Flemish painters Memling and Van Eyck.
In the spring of 1848 he became very much interested in
the Pre-Raphaelite movement and shortly became its leader.
This resulted in the publishing of the little magazine "The
Germ" in 1850 to make known to the public the purpose and be-
liefs of the little group. In this pamphlet appeared the two
early lyrics already mentioned as well as the beautiful story
called "Hand and Soul," six sonnets and some other lyrics.
About 1857 he took part in the decoration of the Union
Debating Room at Oxford. This work, although of great influence
artistically, was not in the least satisfactory, for the fres-
coes faded and peeled off.
1
1
i
1
i
1
1
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In the spring of 1860 he married Mizabeth Klesnor Siddall,
who had been his model for about ten years before their marri-
age. In the next year a daughter was born dead, and in Pebru- •
i
ary of 186S his wife died suddenly. The blow was a terrible :
one for Rossetti. Overcome by his grief, he gathered all his
manuscripts together and placed them in the coffin with his
wife’s body. Later, however, these were recovered upon the
continued insistence of his friends.
In 1881 came one of his few public triumphs. ’’Dante's
Dream,” one of his great pictures, was bought by the Corpora-
tion of Liverpool for fifteen hundred pounds and hung in the
Walker Art Gallery. It must have been a great satisfaction to
him to know that it was given almost iinanimous praise.
His tragic sonnet ’’Sleepless Dreams” expresses the despair
he suffered when, in 1868, he began to be troubled by insomnia
which he made much worse by the use of drugs. His condition
grew steadily worse in spite of time spent in Cumberland, in 1
the Vale of St. Johij, and finally at Birchington-on-Sea
. He
died April 9, 1882, at the age of fifty-three, with the end
hastened, perhaps, by the Buchanan episode, for Rossetti was
much too sensitive to endure unjust criticism.
Robert Buchanan injured himself immensely while he was
still young by an anonymous attack upon the moral tone of
Rossetti and Swinburne. Quite in character, Swinburne’s reply
was withering, while Rossetti’s was very mild but so very
effective that literary men almost unanimously agreed that the
fjoi-nan «;t O'* I '^:o snl^qE nl
'.Ki.^r: o'to?:pr' ^tsp': v.f-t j; > I'a icJ. ieTof f 2;’. ne-^tf orfw
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oirf fiillo!) ®r[^ f!i ' o'^.t -Vm 'sifrjv^ * : f ' I'-.t.niir.r
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attack was due to jealousy. ?ord Madox Hueffer has given a
very satisfactory account of this entire episode in his
Hossetti
,
saying, in pert: ”It was in 1869 that, his eyesight
threatening to fail permanently, Eossetti had serious thoughts
of a career as a poet in the event of painting becoming im-
possible. He had abandoned definitely this idea in 1853. In
the spring of 1870 the Poems appeared. They were received,
for one reason and another, with immense favour. A damna-
tory^came eighteen months after. It appeared in the Contempo -
rary Review
,
was entitled The Fleshly School of Poetry and was
signed Thomas Maitland. It attacked Rossetti’s poems reason-
ably enough for certain technical defects or exaggerations,
and wholly unreasonably on the grounds of ’the sickening desire
they evinced to produce the sensual mood.' Rossetti an-
swered it but his article was never printed for it came out
that Robert Buchanan was the writer of the attack. Mr.
I
I
7
I
I
Buchanan saw fit to amplify his article and republish it ini
the form of a really abominable pamphlet entitled The Fleshly
School of Poetry and other Phenomena of the Day . ’He here
fT^illiam Rossetti wrote) definitely identified Eossetti, as
well as some other poets, with a supposed movement for the pro-
pagation of whatever is most foul in vice and most disgusting
in vicious display.’ Mr. Buchanan later dedicated a book
j
I
'An old Enemy,’ Rossetti; and later, after Rossetti’s death,
I
wrote; 'I was most unjust when I impugned the purity and mis-
conceived the passion of writing too hurriedly read and
1
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claim to the purest kind of literary renown.’ the personal
attack on Rossetti shaped the course of the dismal hallu-
cinations for which chloral had already prepared Rossetti's
over-taxed and over-tired brain. It is certain that the
horror of so vile and so unjustifiable an accusation made
things infinitely worse and definitely caused Rossetti to think
that there was in the world a gigantic conspiracy to hold him
|
up to obloquy. This idea haunted him for a long time; under
the horror of it he attempted to commit suicide; it riveted
1
the chloral habit finally upon him and the one thing and the
other sapped his life and in their effects gradually ruined
his work."fl)
1
We have an important contemporary evaluation of his work
made soon after his death. At the last April meeting of the
Royal Scottish Academy the following record was made on the
i
minutes: "The Council have heard with much regret of the death!
on Sunday last of Mr. Dante Gabriel Rossetti, whose many-sided
and original genius and high accomplishments, not only as a
painter but as a poet also, have shed a lustre on the artistic
1
profession. Rrom his supersensitive aversion to ’exhibitions,'
his thoughtful and imaginative pictures are but little known
to the general public; but his influence on contemporary En-
glish art has confessedly been very great, while that of his
poetry has been more widely and markedly felt. Probably few
artists of more distinct individuality and intellectual force
(l) Hueffer, pp. 73-4
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9ever appeared; and his removal in the full maturity of his pow-
er cannot but be regarded as a heavy loss to art and litera-
ture . 1)
III
The Pre-Raphaelites
Following the enthusiastic outbursts of Romanticism in
which Coleridge, Shelley, Keats, Byron, Tennyson, and Browning
figured so prominently, came the inevitable ebb in the tide.
Then came the new wave with the Pre-Raphaelite movement. The
poets had grown weary with their role as it was explained in
the introduction of this paper. Just as Keats had done before
them, they sought beauty, detachment from the present and its
problems, and romance. They found their subjects in Greece
and Rome, mediaeval romances, Horse legends, and other old
tales. They voiced their disapproval of hyperorthodoxy,
insisting that Nature was their guide. The movement was a
I
protest primarily. It was a sceptical revolt and the strength
of purpose of the members was remarkable. A ruthless natural-
ness at times blinded their artistic vision, for the choice of
a subject was of primary importance to them, and the treatment
of that subject with detail and complete truthfulness, vital.
Then the Brotherhood was formed there were seven members*.
Rossetti, William Holman Hunt, John Everett Millais, James
Gollinson, and Frederick George Stephens who were painters;
Thomas Woolner, the sculptor; and William Rossetti, the critic
in art and literature. Of course, the group changed as time
went on but it was a truly gifted group of men. All the
fl) Sharp, p. 38
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artists had exceptional manipulative skill.
"One of the important services of Ruskin as art critic was
to defend to the public this group of young men who sought to
bring back technical sincerity and spiritual truth to the arts
of painting and poetry. They found models for these q^ualities
in the painters and poets before Raphael, who had treated the
most mystical religious themes with simple-hearted realism, and
thus called themselves Preraphaelites . For subjects, as well
as for inspiration, the Preraphaelites went back to the Middle
Age. A mystical end intangible beauty of conception, together
with a kind of naive earnestness and simplicity of treatment,
|
characterized their work both in painting and poetry. "(l)
The entire band of Pre-Raphaelites found beauty and roman-
tic charm in the poetry of Keats. His poetry was an inexhaust-
ible source of subject matter for their pictures for years.
|
i
1
Hunt and Millais produced, as a result of this admiration, i
I
their distinctive paintings, "The Plight of Madeline and Por-
phyro" end "Lorenzo and Isabella." Perhaps, even, the fact
that Keats praised the early painters had something to do with
the group’s decision to follow them. Certainly his influence
was very great, as will be proven later, with the leader of
the group, Rossetti.
Probably we should give Holman Hunt the credit for the
fact that Rossetti did become the group's leader j for, thor-
oughly disgusted with Madox Brown's method of instruction,
Rossetti, as has been previously noted, turned in despair from
(1) Moody and Lovett, p. 378
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drudgery to Hunt telling him he was going to give up art. Hunt
had a rather difficult time dissuading him, but finally suc-
ceeded so well that he acquired Rossetti as a companion in his
studio. So we had Rossetti’s remarkable influence in the pic-
torial art saved by Hiint's efforts.
Soon after the formation of the Brotherhood, the members
turned to literature as a mesuis of propaganda. Dante Rossetti
Wes naturally the energetic proposer of this; and, at his
studio in ITewman Street in the autumn of 1849, the proposed
magazine was given the name of "The Germ," by which name it was
always known although only two numbers were ever published un-
der that name. Two more came out under the name of "Art and
Poetry." William Rossetti was the editor, and he and his |
!
brother and sister were the principal contributors. The first
j
t
i
number appeared in January, 1850, and was soon followed by the
|
I
other three issues. All of them were remarkable little volumesj
i
but quite unknown to the general public, and practically un-
j
noticed by the critics. As one would expect under such circum-
stances, lack of financial support was the cause of the failure
to carry on the enterprise.
In art the group’s first showing w^e in 1849 when Rossetti
exhibited his "Girlhood of Mary Virgin;" Hunt, his "Rienzi;"
and Millais, his "Lorenzo and Isabella." Considering only
these three pictures, we have adequate proof of Marillier’s
statement concerning the purpose of the Brotherhood in art;
"What the Pre-Raphaelites sought to follow in the old Italian
models was the honest striving after nature, sincerity of
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style, decorative simplicity, and, by no means least, the pious
selection of worthy subjects. It is this last quality exhib-
ited alike by all the members of the Brotherhood, that more
plainly than anything marks the cleavage between their *pre-
Raphaelite' work and the commonplace painting of the day. They
set themselves to paint greet and ennobling subjects, often
greater than they could achieve, out of their imagination, ”
I
(1) Rossetti ^s picture, particularly, is thus a perfect illus-!
tration of the point being made both in regard to the choice of
subject and in his manner of execution.
It is, therefore, easy to see that I do not entirely agree
j
with Professor Sidney Colvin who wrote in his "Bnglish Painters
and Painting” in 1867: ”Of the whilorae leaders of Preraphael-
itism Mr. Dante Rossetti is perhaps the only one who combines
j
in just balance the passion for beauty with intellectual sub-
tlety and executive mastery. Of the original Preraphaelite
j
brethren, Mr. Rossetti, perhaps the chief intellectual force in,
the movement, is the only one who seems thoroughly to have com-i
I
bined beauty with passion and intellect . ”f 2) Instead of agree-
j
I
ing with that quotation, I suggest the following one as much
more satisfactory for one has only to view the paintings or
read the poetry of these men to see that the criticism is cor-
rect: ”Such are the principal stages of thought and feeling i
through which the Pre-Raphaelite painters pass—from the first
impulses of romance--the apprehension of the supernatural, of
the mystery of fate, of the moral order, and the divine possi-
bilitie s of human life--to that highest idealism of romantic
(1) Marillier, pp. 13-4
(2) Sharp, p. 71
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1
love, and of its power over death and destiny, which we find in
their interpretation of Zeats’s *Eve of St. Agnes, ^ and su-
premely in Rossetti ^s imaginative treatment of the love of
Dante for Beatrice. Something of the mystical glory of a pure
and lofty passion, and of the power of perfect womanhood to
raise, as in Zeats's poem, the earthlier elements of love into
the very essence of worship, appears in Hunt’s early picture,
’The Plight of Madeline and Porphyro,’ but its most complete
expression, apart from Rossetti
,
must be sought in Millais's
*St. Agnes' Sve
,
’
.”fl)
In regard to the poetry of this group, I shall quote a
very commendatory bit which very concisely expresses my own
opinion which, in regard to Rossetti, I shall try to prove
later. "The application of the Pre-Raphaelite principle to
the writing of poetry was even more fruitful than in painting;
and produced in modern English ballad and lyric verse, and even
in the best prose of our own generation, a swift and incisive
directness of touch, a broad and vivid clarity of impression,
never so fully effected in the pictorial medium. "(2)
It is interesting to note that as soon as their very
youthful fervor of protest was gone, a**'* opposition and criti-
cism were overcome, each artist asserted his own individuality,
separating from the others to go his own way, some at first
close together, but ultimately separated widely. The entire
excitement covered far less than ten years but it succeeded
in freeing the arts.
1-
(1) Wood, pp. 248-9
(2) Wood, p. 70
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Concerning the breaking up of the Brotherhood, we have
Christina Hossetti’s little sonnet telling of the decay of the
It is in a very appropriately irregular form, and a
quietly humorous vein. By it we learn, not only the names of
some of those who belonged to the group, but also what became
of them.
”?he P.E.B. is in its decadence:
Por Woolner in Australia cooks his chops;
And Hunt is yearning for the land of Cheops;
D. G. Rossetti shuns the vulgar optic;
While William M. Rossetti merely lops
His B*s in English disesteemed as Coptic.
Calm Stephens in the twilight smokes his pipe,
But longs the dawning of his public day;
And he at last the champion great Ilillais,
Attaining Academic opulence.
Winds up his signature with A.R.A.
So rivers merge in the perpetual sea;
So luscious fruit must fall when over-ripe.
And so the consummated P.R.B.”
Rossetti’s Painting
In regard to Rossetti’s painting, I have almost entirely
limited myself to quoting the judgment of others because my
own estimates are entirely lacking in the proper technical
standards. Being so handicapped, I have verified the quota-
tions carefully that there may be no unduly biased opinion
included
.
’’The constant union of poetic emotion with the artistic
idea in everything that came from the pencil or the brush of
Rossetti is that which raises the work of the great artist so
much above the level of English art in general. To be a
poetic painter was the ideal of Rossetti in art, an ideal he
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has certainly attained; and this, which was undoubtedly his
chief charm, was perhaps also the cause of his chief shortcom-
ing, a frequent deficiency in form. Great colourists are sel-
dom strict formalists, and that Rossetti at his best is one of
^
the greatest colourists not only of his own but of any time
j
will not now be generally denied. Colour-sentiment and poetic
emotion seem to be kin, and though there are periods in his
life-work when Rossetti ^s colour-sentiment predominated, the
poetic emotion was in the main the spirit of his achievements.
Rossetti seemed to have reversed the usual method, and thought
first of his poetic motif, secondly of its representation
j
I
through his marvellous powers of colour, and lastly of form,
j
i
to which a stricter attention would doubtless have rendered hisj
i
art really consummate. ?he tendency of his genius was towards
||
transcendental renderings of ideas, facts, or personalities . ”f
1
l
"Rossetti is more akin to C?intoret than to any other of
j
the great masters. He has all the glow and colour of the
Venetians, and while he may fall short of the best of them in
technical workmanship, he is certainly not surpassed in mastery
I
of hues and choice of sub jects ."f It would be difficult to I
j
name any one who equalled Rossetti in his wonderful use of I
blues and greens. These colours, with numberless shades, he
used constantly, the blue predominating. Ruskin even considerei.
Rossetti the only modern rival of Turner as a colourist.
"--in his early life he found inspiration in the Floren-
tine early Italian painters, in his maturity he was more or
(1) Sharp, pp. 102-4
{2) Sharp, p. 121
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leas definitely a Venetian. His painting had become heavy,
sumptuous and assured in its own way; his drawing, always more
or less uncertain, was good when no problems of perspective or
foreshortening had to be assailed; his colour was particularly
rich, and as a rule harmonious. ^The effects of light that he
attempted were generally well within the range of his observa-
tion and sympathies and such effects of chiaroscuro as he found
desirable to employ were mostly well within his range. He more
or less definitely abandoned the habit of crowding his figures
into small, carpentered, Sfiuare closets, and the other habit of
wearying the eye with infinite devices rendering applied art-
works. '*fl)
"Rossetti’s more considerable failures were mostly owing
to exaggerations of mannerisms rather than to want of knowl-
edge of his limits. And these exaggerations were very much due
to his desire to enhance the rendering of one or other of his
moods--to sentimentalism, in fact. ’There he was not tr^/ing
more hard than was fitting to be raptly mystical, mystically I
sensual or sensually rapt, his actual touch was generally as
|
{
firm as he had it in him to make it.
j
"His danger waSx always that in these special moods he
j
might overdo the note. In the pursuit of these things he
\
\
lengthened limbs and throats; forgot the proportions of arms;
|
I
or, intent on accentuating in fingers the dramatic idea of the
j
I
whole figure, 'passed' hands that were too big for the heads
they belonged to. When, on the other hand, he was content to
|
render pure beauty, he was fairly sure of himself. And, when !
fl) Hueffer, p. 64
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he was content thus merely to render without, as it were, in-
si sting on his moral, he could go on touching, retouching and
1
t
elaborating and generally improving his work."fl)
’’He was most successful when, having recorded a type of
!
feminine beauty--or even repulsivenes3--he afterwards found a
name for it; stood back in fact from his canvas and only then
discovered the moral of what he had been painting. }<’or this
reason the present writer has called him a lyric painter. "(E)
For example, the "Beata Beatrix" is a lyric which Hossetti
painted only to please himself. It expresses his personality
as he thought of his dead wife. It is a wonderful thing, and
of inestimable value because it does reveal him.
He usually executed most of his pictures in more than one
medium. Many of his pen-and-ink drawings were later reproduced
in water-colour. The water-colours, particularly those done
between 1852 and 1862, were later done in oils. Most of the
oil-paintings of his later years were also done in coloured
chalk, and often this version was the best. Another habit
peculiar with him was to begin a picture on a very small scale
and gradually enlarge it to its final size.
j
"The creative faculty when allied with slow executive
j
power, as was the case with Rossetti, naturally predisposes a !
1
painter against the labour entailed in high finish on a large i
1
scale, and to a preference for the more rapid mediums of pencil:
!
chalk, and water-colour: hence some of the most important and
j
1
striking creations of this artist have never reached beyond thej
t
1
1
1
1
(l) Hueffer, pp. 64-5
Hueffer, p. 68
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limits of small water-colours or drawings, as, for instance,
the powerful 'Death of Lady Macbeth,' and the strange 'How They
Met Themselves.' An intense fervour characterises Rossetti's
work from the earliest days of crude execution and forced
colour to his last great painting, the impressive 'Salutation
of Beatrice.' It is in his female facial beauty that Rossetti
has surpassed all living painters. It is surely admissible to
say that he has given an individual spiritual significance to
the female face such as art has not yet recorded, invested it
with a charm of spiritual beauty wholly original. The type may
or may not be of the highest, may or may not appeal to many,
but it is undoubtedly a type such as we look in vain for else-
where in antecedent and, indeed, in contemporary art; and there
are occasions when the intensity of its inner significance is
so strong as to constrain the beholder to the strange spiritual
personality represented, alone, leaving him altogether oblivi-
ous to the details, of the rendering. Take such instances as
'Proserpina,' or 'Pandora,' or 'Beata Beatrix,' or 'La Pia,' or
'Mnemosyne,' or 'Sybilla Palmifera,' and it will be impossible
not to recognize that a new spiritual type of the female face
has been given to the art of the world by Rossetti ."fl)
In a sense, he was a slave to this type, his ideal face,
|
!
for he was in no sense of the word a portrait painter. His "Lai
t
Bella Mano" painted in 1875 is probably the one most critics
would agree excels in artistry. "Dis Hanlbus" painted in 1874 I
shows the greatest mastery of technique. His finest illustra-
i
{
1
i
(1) Sharp, pp. 113-4
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tion of intellectual beauty is "Sibylla Palmifera;" but in 1863;
i
he nainted the most beautiful of his pictures, "Beata Beatrix,"!A •*.
I
j
I
which is a nortrait of his wife after her death, and is filled I
‘
I
with symbolism.
j
i
During the period 1866-76 he produced most of his paint-
|
ings which ere highest in imagination and technical quality.
|
Such a neriod of excellent work has never been excelled by any
1
artist unless, perhaps. Turner. '
"Those who have seen his oil paintings will have recog-
nised a depth, a glow, and a masterly strength thoroughly
characteristic of the school, if any, to which he assimilates;
his colours are never glaring, but are instinct with light, and
in gradation are specially remarkable. His best water-colours
have a depth akin to his works in oil, such a depth and fervour
of hue as to frequently give the impression of being the more
solid medium; their effects are more brilliant but not, except
in the earlier compositions, less held in just reserve. It is
in chalk that he is a specialist , --a seductive but seldom mas-
tered medium: and the strength of colour and beauty of line he
could create with his crayons is unsurpassed, and perhaps un-
equalled by any living artist. But though a specialist in
chalk in the sense of having a special mastery over that form,
it is of course in oil that he is supreme, and in oil it was
that he felt it only possible to develops his genius to its
full extent."fl)
After such high praise, it is rather refreshing to find
(1) Sharp, pp. 124-5
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a man whom I have quoted before when he praised Hossetti'a
work, but who can clearly see real faults also. Hueffer, for
it is he -to whom I refer, writes: "Rossetti never mastered
his instrument. He had a great gift of sympathy, and great
talents of expression; but for mastery he substituted an errat-
ic handling of his material. His one settled habit as a paint-i
er was to attempt impulsively, ardently, or pertinaciously, to i
render whatever pleased him, without the supreme instinct for
j
what his technique coiild accomplish. "fl)
All his work has charm, although he was a literary or
educated painter, drawing his subjects not from life but from
literature. He made it quite clear that he did not care to
I
appeal to people not educated sufficiently to be acquainted ji
»
I
with the books from which he drew his .subjects. Thus he
limited his range of appeal.
He had the ability to be direct and vigorous as in his
j
I
picture of Tennyson while he was reading his ’^.laud,” but Ruskinj
j
used his influence in the wrong direction when he turned the i
young Rossetti aside to the merely decorative. This led him
to over-elaboration, and his humor disappeared in quaintness.
But, although he was fully conscious of his defects in draw-
ing, his aim in art always was to have something to say and
then say it beautifully, whether it was with his pen or his
brush
.
His classical work is not Greek in tone and mood but
Gothic. His "Penelope" and ’"Pandora" and "Proserpina" are not
<|/Hueffer, p. 9
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those of the Greeks. They express too much yearning for life.
They show despair and resignation which are foreign to the joy
in life of the Greeks. Herein he shows the mediaeval charac-
teristic so often found in his poetry.
?rom what has been said so far, one would never suspect
that Rossetti possessed a rather keen sense of humor all his
own. It is well to consider this side of his character which
I
was given so seldom an opportunity for expression. In ’’Rr.
Johnson and the llethodist Ladies at the Hitre,'^ a highly-
finished ink drawing, we can see that characteristic clearly.
The characterization of the historic Doctor and the women is
i
admirable. The pictured Johnson and his Boswell are portrayed
i
with accuracy and wit; and the picture proves conclusively
j
I
that Rossetti could treat subjects other than mediaeval and
legendary with success.
I
There is, as I have said before, a magnetic quality to
his work. It is irresistibly attractive. It has an individ-
uality which charms. ”It is chiefly as a colourist that he
excels in his pictures, his draughtsmanship being notoriously
careless; whereas the symmetrical excellence of his poems is
extraordinarily fine. It seems to me that he expressed his
genius far more completely in literature than he did in paint- I
ing,” wrote Arthur Rickett.(l) Although I thoroughly agree
with this statement; still, as Hueffer has written: '^A painter
who has registered so much of life as Rossetti has done in the
* Paolo and Francesca,' the 'Beata Beatrix,' the ’Beloved,’ and
(l) Rickett, p. 114
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t
^Aurea Catena;' who has caught here and there so many transient
emotions and indicated so much of pure sensualism as are to te
found in places here and there in his work in almost incredible
profusion; who would seize so unconventionally the vital char-
'
acteristics of a life with so strong a convention as that of
the eighteenth century—as he has done it in the 'Johnson at
the Mitre;’ a man who could catch so clearly the character of
a number of his fellow men and women, cannot be said to have
failed altogether, however great may be an inevitable reaction.
?he reaction when it comes will be against his exaggerations
and his affectations . 1)
In conclusion concerning this side of Rossetti's work, we
should turn to the outstanding critic of Rossetti's own age,
Ruskin, who said: "I believe Rossetti’s name should be placed
first on the list of men who have raised and changed the spirit
of modern art; raised in absolute attainment, changed in the
direction of temper. "fS)
IV
His Fondness for Keats and Its Influence
i
In both his art and his poetry Rossetti was influenced by
the work of others. We are given proof of this by his brother,
William Michael Rossetti, in the preface which he wrote to
Rossetti's "Collected Works:" "It may be worth while to speak
of the poets who were particularly influential in nurturing
his mind and educing its own poetic endowment. Ihe first poet
fl) Hueffer, p. 87
(2) Wood, p. 4
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with whom he became partially familiar was Shakespeare. Then
followed the usual boyish fancies for Walter Scott and Byron.
The ’^Bible’’ was deeply impressive to him, perhaps above all
Job, Bcclesiastes
,
and the Apocalypse. Byron gave place to
Shelley when my brother was about sixteen years of age; and
Mrs. Browning and the old English or Scottish ballads rapidly
,
ensued. It may have been toward this date, say 1845, that he
1
first seriously applied himself to Dante, and drank deep of
that inexhaustible well-head of poesy and thought; for the
Florentine, though familiar to him as a name, and in some sense
as a pervading penetrating influence, from earliest childhood,
was not really assimilated until boyhood was practically past.
'Faust,' Victor Hugo, De Musset, and Keats, whom my
1
brother for the most part, though not without some compunctiouS|
visitings now and then, truly preferred to Shelley. The only
classical poet whom he took to in any degree worth speaking of
1
was Homer, the Odyssey considerably more than the Iliad.
Tennyson reigned along with Keats, and Edgar Poe and Coleridge
along with Tennyson. In the long run he perhaps enjoyed and
revered Coleridge beyond any other modern poet whatsoever; but
Coleridge was not so distinctly or separately in the ascendant
at any particular period of youth as several of the others.
1
Blake likewise had his peculiar need of homage . Lastly
came Browning and, for a time, like the serpent-rod of Moses,
swallowed up all the rest 1847 . One prose-work of
great influence upon my brother's mind, and upon his product
1
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as a painter, must not be left unspecified—Halory's ’Mort
d'Arthur,' which engrossed him toward 1856. ?he only poet whom
I feel it needful to add to the above is Chatterton. In the
last two or three years of his life my brother entertained an
abnormal--! think an exaggerated—admiration for Chatterton.”{l
Although Rossetti did not attempt to imitate Browning in
his poetry, he did try to express his appreciation by illustra-
tions of Browning’s poems, ’’fhe Laboratory” is a small water-
col o\ir of 1849 showing Browning's influence. Rossetti painted
other pictures using the older poet’s work as a source of in-
spiration but the results were either lost or destroyed. In
1853 he even attempted to paint a scene from Browning’s ”Pippa
Passes" but, after many months’ endeavor, he realized the work
was doomed because technical difficulties were too great for
him to overcome. Beside all this, in 1859 Rossetti requested
Browning’s permission to paint his portrait. This drawing is
in water-colour and is very interesting, both as a work of art
and as evidence of the friendly spirit the two men had for each
other. Concerning Rossetti’s poetry, the only poem which, to
me, shows any Browning influence is ”A Last Confession.” There
is in that poem the same manner of treatment as we find in
Browning’s ”My Last Duchess,” for example. Perhaps the same
faint trace of influence may be discovered in the picture,
"Pound,” which was started in 1853 and suggested by William
Bell Scott’s ballad "Mary Anne.” One cannot be sure of these
last two statements, however.
(1) Preface, pp. xxv-xxvii
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Esther Wood has given us a rather interesting comparison
between Browning and Eossetti: "Both took the prescribed 'in-
finite pains,' but neither in the most profitable directions.
Browning was over-charged with thought; Rossetti with imagine-
|
tion; and both were cumbered with the difficulties of artistic i
speech. ?ho art of Browning has frequently been pronounced
I
crude, raw, and ’undigested.' One would hesitate to apply suchj
terms to any work of Rossetti's; for his, even at its most
j
elemental stages, generally erred in the direction of strained
and laboured purism, being over-wrought rather than unripe in
conception or performance. In both artists, an exuberant
!
activity of output was combined with a curious inability to
undergo the full discipline of just and coherent expression.
Browning's prolific and incorrigible chaos of diction and metre,
and Rossetti's want of balance and sobriety in draughtsmanship,
ere but instances of the too frequent impediments of genius in
the process of transmission. ”( 1) Even though no thinking per-
son could accept Miss Wood's selection of adjectives without
questioning her judgment, still here is further proof that
Rossetti did not follow in the footsteps of Browning.
?hat is not true concerning Dante, however. Here was a
direct influence impossible to deny. The magic and vision of
Dante's poetry and especially the tragedy of his love story
deeply impressed young Rossetti. This is proved by the many
sketches and paintings of which the subjects were taken either
from the poetry or the life of Dante. In this case we can
(1) Wood, p. 96
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agree heartily with Miss Wood when she wrote: ”It has been
said that no ascendancy of a great poetic personality over one
born in a later age has been more potent and fruitful in art
than that of Dante Alighieri over Dante Gabriel Hossetti
.
"f 1)
Shakespeare’s influence is proved by the powerful drawing
of the death of Lady Macbeth. Then, too, there are several
different pictures of Hamlet and Ophelia besides many others
whose subjects can be traced directly to the plays of the
great dramatist.
Tennyson’s influence, also, is seen in the subjects chosen
for many of his paintings, such as ’’Launcelot Asleep before
the Shrine.” There is this difficulty which must be faced in
connection with this statement. William Rossetti, whom we have
I
already used as an authority, wrote that his brother was, at
,
one time, particularly interested in Malory’s ”Mort d' Arthur.”
j
I
I
That makes it difficult to state with any authority which one
j
of the two writers, Tennyson or Malory, really furnished the i
I
influence for the pictures. Either or both might have been
^
responsible, although we know Rossetti painted Tennyson reading
I:
his "Maud” at the Brownings. This was done at about the same '
I
time he painted Browning but in pen-and-ink. This sketch
j
jBrowning owned and prized highly. I believe this picture,
|
more than anything else which might be said or written, gives
|
us proof of Rossetti’s interest in Tennyson’s poetry for he
was present at the time the picture was made in order to hear
Tennyson read his new poem.
(1) Wood, p. 99
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A3 regards Coleridge, we have suoh flowery expressions as:
"Coleridge reblossoras in Rossetti" by Hearn, and "The mystic
mantle of Coleridge fell on Rossetti," and further, "IThat
Coleridge did for the earlier years of the century Rossetti did
for the later years." It certainly is true that his mysticism
and magic had their effect upon Rossetti.
All of these points show the literary influences which
William Rossetti quoted are correct; but I want, particularly, |
I
to stress the influence of one poet, Keats. This influence wasj
felt very strongly by all the young Pre-Raphaelites, as I have
|
already sho’^wi, and especially by Rossetti, the leader of that 1
group. In highest praise he even called Keats "the one true
j
heir of Shakespeare ,"f 1) and in one of his letters he said, i
"Keats's joy was after all a flawless gift." The second line
j
of the sonnet "Found" reads: !
i
i
"So sang our Keats, our English nightingale."
j
Then added to all these direct references, there is an entire
sonnet entitled "John Keats:"
"The weltering London ways where children weep
And girls whom none call maidens laugh, --strange
road
Miring his outward steps, who inly trode
The bright Castalian brink and Latmos' steep: --
Even such his life's cross-paths; till deathly deep
He toiled through sands of Lethe; and long pain.
Weary with labor spurned and love found vain.
In dead Rome's sheltering shadow wrapped his sleep.
0 pang-dowered Poet
,
whose reverberant lips
And heart-strung lyre awoke the Moon's eclipse, --
Thou whom the daisies glory in growing o'er,--
Their fragrance clings around thy name, not writ
But rumored in water, while the fame of it
Along Time's flood goes echoing evermore."
(l) Hell Caine, p, 167
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One must take into consideration the peculiar fact that a
I
similar condition existed environing each of the two poets dur-
ing his own time. ?o recognize this is to understand the
appeal of Keats to Rossetti. When Keats's parents died he was
forced to turn from his hoyish enthusiasm for the hero-legends i
of Greece to the task of learning to become a doctor. Natu-
rally when the realities of life became unbearable he turned
away, seeking relief in romantic detachment and retreat. Thus
he turned to the past, medievalism and Greece, instead of con-
templating the havoc in Europe caused by the French Revolution
and later by the Napoleonic Wars, He turned to the world of
beauty in romance and legend as Spenser had done.
In the later age in which we find Rossetti, conditions
were not satisfactory, as I have already stated. Rossetti was
not interested, particularly in the problems of humanity, so
he, like Keats, yearning for a world of beaiity, turned to
medieval themes and produced purely romantic poetry.
In his mysticism also Rossetti resembles Keats, and to
both men beauty was of supreme importance, Keats even tells us:
that
!
I
I
"'Beauty is truth, truth beauty --that is all
j
Ye know on earth, and all ye need to know."(i)
|
and
"A thing of beauty is a joy for ever:"fS)
j
I
!
It is in the sonnet-sequence "The House of Life", especialf
i
ly, that we find Rossetti's expression of the significance of
|
beauty, for example: I
T — : - : ^ "T =
(1) Ode on a Grecian Urn
1
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’’Beauty like hers is genius, ”fl)
Tliereas Xeats found "beauty, for example, in the glory of
the moon which he celebrated in ’’Bndymion,'’ Rossetti found it I
i
embodied in the face of the woman he loved, as we see in the 1
I
i
line quoted above. It is rather amusing to see the difference i
between the portrayal of beauty by the Englishman and that by I
I
Rossetti who was three-fourths Italian. The national tempera-
|
I
ment certainly shows itself strongly. Keats, sensuous and evenj
voluptuous though he was in his delineation of beauty, never
went beyond the bounds of propriety. On the other hand, we
find Rossetti often showed surprising lack of reserve, but
even though he was sensuous, he was never sensual, merely more
outspoken as in ’’Body’s Beauty.”
Although both of these men sought romantic detachment and
mystic beauty, Keats gave us this expression showing his aware-
ness of life as it really is:
’’And can I ever bid thevse joys farewell?
Yes, I must pass them for a nobler life,
IThere I may find the agonies, the strife
Of human he arts.” (2)
Rossetti, too, gave evidence that he was aware of the problems
of the people of his own time by his ’’Jenny” and his ’’The Last
Confession,” although the poems remind us more of the very
modern poet, Robert Browning, rather than Keats. However, it
is interesting that both men have given us these unique excep-
tions to their detachment.
I
I
The love of detail, which the Pre-Raphaelites admired so
|
much in Keats, especially in his poems ’’The Sve of St. Agnes”
j
I
(l) Genius in Beauty
(S) Sleep and Poetry
i

m
and the ’’Ode on a Grecian Urn,” is found in a like degree in
the poems of Rossetti. ’’The Blessed Daraozel” is filled with
minute detail.
’’The blessed damozel leaned out
Prom the gold bar of Heaven;
Her eyes were deeper than the depth
Of waters stilled at even;
She had three lilies in her hand,
And the stars in her hair were seven.
’’Her robe, ungirt from clasp to hem,
IJo wrought flowers did adorn.
But a white rose of Mary’s gift.
For service meetly worn;
Her hair that lay along her back
Was yellow like ripe corn.”
In ”l/!y Sister’s Sleep” also there is a wealth of detail, thus--
’’Her little work-table was spread
With work to finish. Por the glare
Made by her candle, she had care
To work some distance from the bed.
’’Through the small room, with subtle sound
Of flame, by vents the fireshine drove
And reddened. In its dim alcove
The mirror shed a clearness round.”
Rossetti’s other poems also possess this quality in varying 1
degrees
.
i
One of the finest qualities of Keats's poetry is its inte-1
I
gral aesthetic beauty. There is a melody to its expression !
i:
as a result of his intense sincerity. He makes beauty a tan-
i
I
gible thing. He fairly sings his lines. It has been said that
j
”it is enough that, except Shakespeare, no English poet has
found such colour in our speech, has made it linger in the ear
in phrase so rich and full.”(l) Perfect illustrations of this
fl) Mabie’s ’’Essays in Literary Interpretation” p. 174

quality are found in ’’The Bve of St. Agnes” or the ”Ode on a
Grecian Urn.” A similar richness of expression is to he found
j
I
in Rossetti’s ”The Blessed Damozel.” !
t
’’And the souls mounting up to God i
Went hy her like thin flames.
”’We two will stand beside that shrine, !
Occult, withheld, untrod,
|
’Those lamps are stirred continually
With prayer sent up to God;
j
And see our old prayers, granted, melt
Uaoh like a little cloud.’” I
I
Farther on I shall speak more fully concerning Rossetti’s
j
love of the supernatural. Row it is necessary to see that
j
this, too, linked his name with Keats's. Hall Caine writes in
his ”Recollections of Ros3etti”(l) --’’Keats was Rossetti’s
favorite among modern TCnglish poets. Our friend never tired
of writing or talking about Keats, and never wearied of the
society of any one who could generate a fresh thought concern-
ing him. his was a robust and masculine admiration,
it was not so much the wealth of expression which attracted
as the perfect hold of the supernatural which is seen in
”La Belle Dame Sans Eerci” and in the fragment of the ”Eve of
St. ITark” . ” His letters also give us evidence of this admira-
tion. In one he said, ”My favorite piece in his works is 'La
Belle Dame Sans Merci’.”f2) Further proof of this is found in
the fact that he drew ”La Belle Dame Sans Merci.” In his
I
poetry evidence seems to point that it helped to inspire,
,
among other poems, his "Sister Helen,” ’’Rose Ilary,” and "The
fl) Caine, p. 167
(2) Wood, p. 170
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Bride's Prelude.” These are all interesting medieval themes.
Between the two writers there is no apparent influence in
meter and stanza forms, but concerning the diction there is a
question. We must confess that Hossetti often used archaic
words consciously for effect as in "The Blessed Daraozel.”
They give romantic charm. In the ballads, too, he used them
to produce more effectively the medieval atmosphere he desired
to create. Coleridge certainly had some effect upon Rossetti
in this respect; but when one considers the length and degree
of his admiration for Zeats, part of the influence must be
granted to him.
In contrast to the Anglo-Saxon simplicity and archaic
charm of Rossetti's early poems there is great luxuriance of
expression in "The House of Life.” The diction is richly em-
broidered. Here he used a great variety of double words. Per-
1
j
haps this is traceable to Keats, for the invention and use of I
i
compound words was a favorite way with Keats of enriching his !
i
i
expressions. We find such expressions as "twilight -hidden,”
j
i
"ground-whirl ,” "love-sown,” and "eyes grey-lit" by ^'ust
|
glancing at Rossetti's sonnets; and then we turn to Keats's
j
"Lamia" and find such inventions as these: "Wool-woofed , " 1
"wide-swerv'd ," "high-thought ed , " and "silent-blessing fate."
j
The evidence seems sufficient to me to warrant the belief that
|
Keats must have had some influence in this resnect, 1
1
Arthur Rickett has made some interesting contrasts and
!
1
1
comparisons between these two men in his book, "Personal Forces
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In Llodern Literature.” ?he^e are so interesting, concise, and
j
I
important that I believe they should not be omitted, ’’There is|
i
1
a strain of morbidity in both Keats and Rossetti. It is in-
separable from the intense artistic temperament. But in neithej-
case can it be said to have injured their work, and it was kept
well in check by a strong commons ense , 1)
’’The atmosphere of religion pervades the work of Rossetti,
whereas in Keats there is an entire absence of it. Yet Rossett
no less them Keats was largely pagan at heart. There is not
the poignant fatalism of the 'Rubaiyat’ of Omar about their
poetry. Their attitude towards the Beyond is mainly one of
indifference, but a sense of the perishableness of beauty and
the transitoriness of life pervades their work,
’’With richer and more varied culture than Keats, Rossetti
was drawn to the artistic beauties of Catholicism. Super-
naturalism did not appeal to Keats; it fascinated Rossetti. ITo
poet has been more touched by the aesthetics of religion than
he, and no poet less influenced, perhaps, by its dialectics. ”(
2
As I have previously said: ’’Both Keats and Rossetti seem
to have lived as poets in a little world of their own, a world
|
of wonder and delight, full of sweet sights and sounds, and out!
I
of earshot of the roar and clamour of every-day life. In broad'i
j;
human interest their work no doubt suffers as a whole from com-''
pari son with the work of poets like Tennyson and Browning, but
;
granted the narrow limits of their realms they rule supreme. ”(3]
Rossetti's admiration for Keats was both ardent and con-
(1) Rickett
,
p. 117
(2) ”, p. 137
(3) ”
,
p. 138
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tlnuous, and furnished a source of inspiration in his creative
work, both in art and poetry, as has been shown.
His Medievalism
One of the outstanding characteristics of Rossetti's
poetry was his medievalism. This can be traced throughout his
work, from the very beginning until the end, and in all types
from the lyrics to the ballads. Perhaps, to make the inter-
pretation of medievalism clear, one should turn to Spenser's
j
’’Paerie Queene'’ which certainly possesses all the character-
|
1
ist ics--3trong religious element, chivalry in love, diffuse- !
i
ness, picturesqueness, magic or supernaturalisra, elaboration,
et c
.
Rossetti, both in his painting and in his poetry, stressedi
1
the medieval in his subject matter and in his manner of treat-
ment. In his leadership of the Pre-Raphaelites, he stressed |
i
the sincerity of the old masters. However, in his own work he
was essentially mystic. Phe symbolism of the past attracted
1
i
him and he used it simply and naturally, -he supernatural !
l
1
fascinated him and he showed it in his poems. He gave voice toj
his love of the age of chivalry. 3y it he isolated himself,
for his medievalism is not of this world, and that isolation
was deliberate and from profound intention. His purpose or
mission was primarily to teach beauty, as I have already said,
end he found it most clearly in the past.
Tracing the reasons for this unusual love of the past, we
find first of all the man for whom Rossetti was probably named.
i
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Dante. 3y 'reason of his birth, by association with his father
whose reputation was so closely linked with the works of Dante,
as well as by his own temperament, Rossetti was in harmony with
the great Italian. IText
,
was his peculiarly great admiration
for Ghstterton which his brother criticized as ’’exaggerated and
abnormal,” as we have noted before; and then there was his love
for Malory which his brother approved. Of all the modern poets,
although Rossetti considered Coleridge the greatest
,
we have al-
ready shown he got his greatest pleasure and influence from
Keats. It seems strange considering this love for Keats that we
have no evidence of Spenser's attracting his attention.
Turning to his writing, we find that his translations in-
cluded fifteen sonnets of Dante, about eighty poems from "poets
chiefly before Dante,” besides about an equal number of poems
mostly sonnets from the Italian poets of Dante's time which he
included in "Dante's Circle.” Besides these, there was one long
one "Henry the Leper," the translation of Hartmann von Aue's
twelfth century miracle rhyme. This is thoroughly medieval in
sympathy, with the patient woman and miracles, and is included
in a group of Italian, Grerraan, French, and Creek translations
having the seme general characteristic.
Besides some of these translations, the 1870 volume of his
poems also contained seven poems founded on medievc,! themes.
The 1881 volume had four. This is not a large number, but when
one considers which poems are included in this number it is ex-
tremely important. They are most of his finest work. Also
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many of the other poems have as their subjects medieval poets,
painters, or their work. In the first volume all the poems
show these characteristics—love of the supernatural, the mysti|i
I
I
and the ecstasy of love. Perhaps the emphasis is too much on
^ the love element in ’^The Staff and the Scrip’^ instead of on the
I
* war element, but it is a mystic love and, as in the poem of
I
’’The Blessed Pamosel,” there is the union of the lovers after
I
death. 3y some critics the poem is actually placed next to ’’The
'
t
Blessed Demozel” for its treatment of mystical love. It cer-
|
i
I
tainly is a medieval story of the highest emotional quality.
The mystical element is introduced by divine destiny which
brought the pilgrim and queen together.
’’Right so, he knew that he saw weep
I
Sach night through every dreemi
I
The (Queen’s o^vn face, confused in sleep
With visages supreme
Hot known to him.”
That element continues to the very end in the lines:
’’The lists are set in Heaven to-day,
The bright pavilions shine;
Pair hangs thy shield, and none gainsay;
The trumpets sound in sign
That she is thine.”
I
It is rather strange, considering Rossetti's interest in
the ”lvIort d 'Arthur’’ that these early poems do not stress the
spirit of adventure more, especially in the above-mentioned
poem.
The most famous of his earlier poems were ’’The Blessed
Daraozel” and ’’Sister Helen.” Both are decidedly medieval. The
first one has all the pictorialness and symbolism charaoteristi :t
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of EosBetti. It has an indescribable quaintness not of the
nineteenth century. The heaven is the heaven of the time of
Dante. • There is more archaic language than is found in his
later works. Rven the term damozel was a Middle English word
I
I
except that there was an 3 instead of a ^ in the spelling. The
poem is full of tender mysticism against the heavenly back-
ground .
I
“(li-saw her smile.) But soon their path
Was vague in distant spheres:
And then she cast her arms along
The golden barriers,
And laid her face between her hands,
And wept, fl heard her tears.)”
1
’’Sister Helen” furnishes a striking contrast to the other
|
poem. Here love has turned to hate. We have the terrible side
of medievalism pictured in the magic spell cast by the girl to
I
kill her worthless lover. The story is consciously medieval
in fashion, which is in keeping with its similarity to a folk-
lore tale. There is the ballad refrain but, strangely enough,
no use of archaic diction.
1
In’ the 1881 volume Rossetti’s medievalism is found partic-j
ularly in ’’The Bride's Prelude,” ’’Rose Mary,” "The White Ship,”
and "The Xing's Tragedy.” The first one is extremely pictorial!
i
and contains more consciously used medieval elements than any I
other of Rossetti's poems. The bride's clothes are described
with medieval splendor. Symbolism plays its part as in the
description of Amelotte, the younger sister, "sitting with eyes
that seek the sun;" and Aloyse
,
the unhappy bride, "sitting
ever within the shade." There is also an unusual amount of
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archaic diction for Rossetti's work.
In "Rose Mary" the supernatural appears. There is the
superstition of the heryl stone. With these two exceptions,
the supernatural motive and general atmosphere, the poem is not
especially medieval. However, in the beginning of the second
part, it is true that the conversation between the mother and
daughter does, more or less, suggest the ballad convention.
"The Zing's Tragedy" has a fine use of the supernatural
in the forewarning of the king by the old woman. She tells him
she sees his shroud creeping up from his feet to his eyes and
mouth. Both this poem and the last one noted, "The White Ship,"
I
are in the ballad form the same as "Rose Mary."
I believe that, from this evidence given, one must be
convinced that Rossetti often lived and thought in the Middle
Ages, and was the poet of medieval feeling.
Other Characteristics of His Poetry
Rossetti's poetry is always pictorial. Probably it is
I
this quality which led M. Sarazin to set down his severe
criticism of Rossetti's poetry as "images but no ideas." Close
study of his poetry will certainly prove that statement is too
sweeping. It is true that Rossetti's poetry is marked by a
great "picturesqueness and visual beauty. It is 'painter’s
poetry,' in that its appeal is constantly to the eye."(l) In
a few of his poems "there is to be found the most exquisite and'
subtle use of pure, natural scenes as setting for the human
(1) Moody and Lovett, p. 3no
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creatures of his imagination. In his pictures it is far other-
wise. As Buskin said, somewhat brutally, long ago in one of
his 'Lectures on the Art of England,' during his second tenure
of the Slade Professorship: 'Rossetti refused the natural aid
of pure landscape and sky; his foliage looked generally fit for
nothing but a fire-screen, and his landscape distances like the
furniture of a Noah's ark from the nearest toyshop. ' "fl) It isj
true also of his poetry that, "where it is not the poetry of a
painter it is the poetry of a prisoner and a recluse. Outdoor
nature, the common life of men, appear in it seldom. In the
main, its atmosphere is close and heavily perfumed, "(2) lacking
sunlight. Te may say, however, that he painted all his poems
as well as writing them. He said himself that "the point of
meeting where the two are most identical is the supreme
perfection. "( 3)
His poetry has music too, although his "elaborate detail
often defeats the music. "(4) He lacked the power of selection,
"xhere are, so to speak, too much of sweetness, too many jewelsj
And these jewels are contrasted with passages of comparatively !
threadbare work in a way that seems incomprehensible ."( 5)
"To the cultivated the very highest quality of emotional
poetry is that given by blending the artistically sensuous
with the riQ^stic. This very rare quality colours the greater
part of Rossetti's work. "(6) Naturally in the symbolic poems
the dominant quality is mysticism; and in the ballads, for the
most part, and in the narrative poems the dominant quality is
(1) Layard, p. 65 lloody and Lovett, n. 3R0
(2) Moody and Lovett, p. 380 Hueffer , p. 77
(3) Layard, p. 65 Hearn, p. 49
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sensuousneas . I feel sure that all will concede that ”?he
Blessed Damozel” is the perfect illustration of the higher tone
and ”3den Bower," illustrating the lowest passions of lust and
hate, is itself the lowest. As regards the sensuous poems,
perhaps it is safe to select "xro^T' ?own" as the best example
with that element dominating.
It is interesting to note that, although he detested
modern science and modern philosophy, he uttered some great
thoughts. He even utters thoughts in perfect accord with the
most profound philosophy of the Orient. (l) His symbolic poems
are illustrations of this. They discover to us very deep
truths. "Honeysuckle" is a perfect, and not too obscure,
illustration of what I mean.
"I plucked a honeysuckle where
The hedge on high is quick with thorn.
And climbing for the prize, was torn,
And fouled my feet in quag-water;
And by the thorns and by the wind
?he blossom that I took was thinn’d,
And yet I found it sweet and fair.
"Thence to a richer growth I came.
There, nursed in mellow intercourse,
The honeysuckles sprang by scores.
Hot harried like ray single stem,
All virgin lamps of scent and dew.
So from mj^ hand that first I threw.
Yet plucked not any more of them."
His poems as well as his pictures are striking for their
colour. A remarkable illustration of this is to be foiind in
"A Last Confession," the story of a murder. The whole poem
glows with red. It even begins with the colour showing when
the child tells the man her parents "had walked on into the
fl) Hearn, p. 38
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great red light,” and so continues to the bitter end with these
lines:
"And then came a fire
That burnt ray hand; and then the fire was blood,
And sea and sky were blood and fire, and all
The day was one red blindness;”
”but I shall hear her laugh
Soon, when she shows the crimson blade to God.”
”We must rank Dante Gabriel Rossetti as not inferior to
Tennyson in workraan3hip--therefore as occupying the very first
rank in nineteenth century poetry. He had the dramatic
1
gift, but it was a gift in his case much more limited than that^
of Browning. ”fl) ”Ro3setti left a large body of original
poetry of a kind that stands alone in English literature. It
has a great luxuriance, an impulse, a great importance. Its
appearance may be said to have altered the aspect of the modern
literary field--to have enlarged its bounds. It is, as a
whole, almost purely 3en3ual--a3 opposed to purely intellectual
And, in its impulse, it is purely natural. ”(2) He was one of
our greatest emotional poets. And, as the ’’Athenaeum" said in
1873: ’’Exuberance in power, exuberance of poetry of a rich
order, noble technical gifts, vigour of conception, and a
marvellously extensive range of thought and invention appear
in nearly everything which Mr. Rossetti produces,” although
you will find scarcely more than half a dozen characters
distinctly drawn and these are mostly women.
1
fl) Hearn, p. 37
(E) Hueffer, p. 77
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His Lyrics
Rossetti's poetic attempts started at the rather youthful
age of five in a dramatic attempt called "The Slave." Other
I
pieces followed, hut nothing of importance appeared until many
years later. Before he was twenty-one, however, he had written,
"The Blessed Daraozel" and "My Sister's Slaep'* which show such
remarkable maturity of style. Probably all critics will agree
j
that, among hi
s^
lyrics and shorter poems, "The Blessed Damozel"|
f
deserves first place for its lyric beauty and imagination. It
j
has exquisite charm. Its beauty is rare, and' it assuredly
j
ranks high in originality. For sheer loveliness it is unique. *
It is entirely individual, and its emotional, appeal is uni-
!
i
versal. Many lines stand out for their imaginative power.
j
"Prom the fixed place of Heaven she saw
j
Time like a pulse shake fierce i
Through all the worlds."
These lines even bring to mind lines Coleridge has written.
"The sun was gone now; the curled moon
T7as like a little feather
Fluttering far down the gulf;"
In another place we find lines like Wordsworth's in their
simplicity.
"Her eyes were deeper than the depth
Of waters stilled at even;"
The feeling of vastness is graphically shown in those line
"It was the rampart of God's house
That she was standing on;
By God built over the sheer depth
The which is Space begun;
So high, that looking downward thence
She scarce could see the sun."
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Notice the pictorial symbolism in such lines as these; 1
’*And the souls mounting up to God
'
Tent by Ker like thin flames.”
or
I
”3he had three lilies in her hand, '
And the stars in her hair were seven.” i
I
The poem is filled with such examples. '
The poem is fleshly, filled with the characteristics of
;
the Pre-Haphaelite Movement. It is realistic and mystic. It
really is a wonderful poem, worthy of being the mature work of
t
I
any poet. I believe it is the most remarkable poem of its day.!
i
”My Sister's Sleep,” which is the other early poem I men-
tioned, should be noted for its deep and quiet pathos, parti-
cularly in the lines:
"Just then in the room over us
There was a pushing back of chairs,
As some who had sat unawares
So late, now heard the hoiir, and rose.”
The poem's simplicity and spirituality is equal to that of
the other great poem just discussed. The anguish and fortitude
of the mother are given with passionate reserve and tender
realism. fl) The pathos of the mystery of death is here ex-
pressed .
Another feature which makes this poem worthy of attention
is the presence of one of Rossetti's really fine pieces of
natural description.
"Without, there was a cold moon up.
Of winter radiance sheer and thin;
The hollow halo it was in
Was like an icy crystal cup.”
(1) Moody and Lovett, p. 379 I
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It was his earliest published work and was written in the
same metre as ”In Meraoriam” although appearing three years
;
earlier. This poem, like the preceding one, was changed quite
|
materially before it was published in the later volume, but it !
always had a delicacy and refinement which make it distinctive,
j
’’The Bride's Prelude” is unique in English poetry. It is
perhaps the most wonderful fragment of its kind in existence.
There is more of it and it is more finished than Coleridge's
noted fragment. It was a sad fate that death prevented his
finishing it. The first part is finished, but the second part I
j
was never even begun so far as we know. The structure of the
poem is rather interesting for it is in stanzas of five lines
with a curious arrangement. It is one of the peculiarities of
Rossetti that he adopted a different form for nearly every one
of his narratives.
As I have previously written, this poem is medieval. Therd
is no magic, however, nor any impossibility, unless it is the
unusual pity on the part of the father. The words Rossetti
used ore almost like the strokes of an artist's brush in plac-
ing the picture before our eyes. His sound effects are just as
vividly produced. It is a powerful and frightful tale told by
the victim to her younger sister. The story is probably laid
in Old France end is carried only as far as the moment before
the marriage.
The poem was written before he was twenty-five, but was
not published until 1881. His friends disagreed radically
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Gonoerning its value. Swinburne considered it one of his best.
Watts said it was hard and roughly written. The result was
that Rossetti went through it line by line trying to improve
it; so it has been changed greatly since he first read it to
his friends. It has fine dramatic touches, and some very
’’picturesque sidelights from nature.” It fairly glows with
color. The description of the room is suggestive of Keats in
its richness. In fact, the poem rather brings to one's mind
the story of Keats's ''Isabella."
Continuing with his lyrics as a group, we have "Dante at
Verona" which gives one the impression that it was written as
the result of an inspiration rather than as the result of
artistic effort. Fortunately this poem was altered very little
for it is a noble piece of work kept on a high level throughout
The lines are natural, not laboured as some of those in "The
House of Life." The pictures of nature are not forced as they
usually are with him, and they are not mere accessories. The
poem is regular except for one rhythmical break which may be a
case of substitution; but since it is the only case in the poem
it may be the result of a poor ear. In the following line, the
accent would have to be on the second syllable of vigil to keep
the rhythm regular;
"And when the night -vigil was done,"
"The Last Confession" is Rossetti's dramatic masterpiece.
Here, if anywhere, he shows the influence of Browning in his
poetry. The portrayal of character is masterly. Perhaps the
iao3t effective thlzifiLJ.,s the deaflxlntlon of the girl ' a T^aughter
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changing from the innocent laughter of the child to the de-
|
graded one of the woman. That laughter even causes the man to
|
die in horror fearing he will hear it after death. It is very
dramatically done.
The poem also has beauty and quaintness. In the imagina-
tive power shown in this perfect simile one is reminded of a
similar one in ’’The Blessed Baraoael”--
”ffor in ray dream
I thought our world was setting, and the sun
Flared, a spent taper;)”
Besides all these notable features, the poem is also
especially important because it shows Rossetti's ability in
the use of blank verse. His ability to use symbols effectively
is shown in the gift of "a little image of a flying Love” which
the man gave to the child. Its being broken later is dramat-
ically significant for the man, who tells the story, suspected
the girl he loved was not chaste and killed her. That murder
scene is incomparable in its pathos for here is a phase of
i jealousy which we are able to understand and sympathize with.
The action is supposed to take place in Italy in the nineteenth
century.
The thought and diction alone are enough to make "The
j
Burden of Hineveh” endure. It was written before Rossetti was !
I
I
twenty-five and published in the "Oxford and Cambridge Kaga- i
zine,” in 1856, but was changed for the better before the 1870
i
I
edition. It is e prophetic poem showing "deep spiritual in- I
1
sight" and genius although W. D. Howells said at the time in !
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the "Atlantic Monthly" that 'it rests heavily upon the reader.
It does introduce a new metre to PInglish poetry, and that metrej
1
is well fitted for the subject matter. Upon seeing the huge j
!
Winged stone bulls of Ilineveh in the British Museum, the poet
fell into a reverie. He pondered upon the way in which the
!
i
people of his own time, like Pharasees, looked down upon the
j
i
ancient races. Ho thought of the possibility that in some |
future time discoverers might find these great stone images,
and ho wondered what the men would think. Perhaps they would
consider them as gods of the English.
"\7ho, finding in this desert place
Phis form, shall hold us for some race
That walked not in Christ's lowly ways.
But bowed its pride and vowed its praise
Unto the God of ilineveh."
Thus we can see there is a decided trace of delicate yet grave
satire in the poem.
Mr. Swinburne said that "above them all in reach and scope
of power stands the poem of ’Jenny;' great among the few great-
est works of the artist a Divine pity fills it, or a pity
something better than Divine, the more just and deeper com-
passion of human fellowship and fleshly brotherhood. Here is
nothing of sickly fiction or theatrical violence of tone ."
(2) On the3other hand. Sharp wrote that 'it has a literary
pathos not from the heart, is cold-blooded speculation, does
not, as a whole, rank among his best, although it is good. '(3)
)
It was changed very little and certainly is in poetry what his |
i
unfinished "Pound" is in art. It has exquisite artistic
i
1
1
1
1
(1) Sharp, p. 331 !
f 2 ) Sharp
,
p . 331
j
f3) Sharp, p. 331 i
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touches and one very nohle passage. It shows reflection.
’’And if, as blindfold fates are tossed,
Through some one man this life be lost
,
Shall soul not somehow pay for soul?”
Ford Madox Hueffer wrote of it: ”The *Jenny^ is a great
poem because it is a clear-sighted observation of manners. The
writer neither shudders with the citizen at the prostitute, nor
falls to the other and obvious extreme of railing at the societ
that keeps her beyond the pale. He observes her with the tol-
erant, gentle irony that he bestows on the other side, and he
treats her with the sympathetic insight and the conscious aloof-
ness that, to the creator in the Arts, is the one quality es-
sential for permanence . "(l)
The poem deals with a problem of modern life, and certain-
ly startled the people who read it when it was published. At
|
first they were shocked, then they studied the poem, and at
last they praised it, for it is really a fine psychological
study, such as only Browning might have attempted in the nine-
teenth century.
The poem shows one of Rossetti's most surprising bits of
observation in the lines:
”How Jenny's clock ticks on the shelf
J
Might not the dial scorn itself
That has such hours to register?”
Those lines are masterpieces of irony and subtlety. In fact,
the whole poem is his most effective poem on morality.
Entirely different is ”The Stream's Secret” which he wrote
while he was in Ayrshire. The music of the metre is fascinat-
(l) Hueffer, p. 87
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ing. It seems to express the low murmur of the water with its
li^iuid sounds. It was published in 1870 and he thought it one
of his very best poems. It probably is the only one he wrote
outdoors although his descriptions of nature do not give evi-
dence of it. They are as literary as usual, emphasizing only
the features which would attract an artist's eye.
”Ave'^ earned for him in the case of one American critic
the title of "the greatest living poet of the Catholic Church."
fl) It is certainly true that it has some of the finest lines
he ever wrote. They are full of beauty, which is characteristic
of his work. These particular lines seem to me exceptionally
worthy of note:
"Mind’st thou not (when June's heavy breath
Warmed the long days in Nazareth,)
That eve thou didst go forth to give
Thy flowers some drink that they might live
One faint night more amid the sands?
Far off the trees were as pale wands
Against the fervid sky: the sea
Sighed further off eternally
As human sorrow sighs in sleep.
Then suddenly the awe grew deep.
As of a day to which all days
Were footsteps in God's secret ways:
Until a folding sense, like prayer.
Which is, as God is, everywhere.
Gathered about thee; and a voice
Spake to thee without any noise.
Being of the silence 'Hail .
'
it said,
'Thou that art highly favoured;
The Lord is with thee here and now;
Blessed among all women thou.'"
"Love's Nocturn" has been changed many times since it was
first written. Even now it is not a smooth piece of work
although it does have a charm and grace of its own. It can not
(1) Sharp, p. 341
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be classified as one of his best poems,
William Sharp calls to our attention certain lines in ’’The
Portrait” which he considers indirectly due to Tennyson. Those
he quotes are:
’’Dull rain-drops smote us, and at length
Thundered the heat within the hills.”
’’The empty pastures blind with rain.”
’’And as I stood there suddenly,
All wan with traversing the night
,
Upon the desolate verge of light
Yearned loud the iron-bosomed sea.”
However, he concedes that the five lines at the end of the
ninth stanza are ’’undoubtedly genuine observation. ”fl)
’’When the leaf-shadows at a breath
Shrink in the road, and all the heath,
Forest and water, far and wide.
In limpid starlight glorified.
Lie like the mystery of death.”
It assuredly is the poem which has the most natural observa-
tions of any of his which are near this length. Besides this
it has pathos, particularly in the first and seventh stanzas.
It is, moreover, a more earthly phase of the same mystical
love that is in ’’The Blessed Damozel.” Here it is the lover on
earth speaking while he looks at the portrait of his beloved
who is dead. Love is here identified with God so that their
meeting in heaven will mean more than just that for they will
be with God also.
The structure of the poem is elaborate and difficult but
the last stanza has a most beautiful image which refers to the
pilgrimages to Jerusalem made in the Iliddle Ages:
(l) Sharp, p. 345
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’’Here with her face doth memory sit
Meanwhile, and wait the day’s decline,
Till other eyes shall look from it,
Eyes of the spirit’s Palestine,
Even than the old gaze tenderer:
’Vhile hopes and aims long lost with her
Stand round her image side by side.
Like tombs of pilgrims that have died
About the Holy Sepulchre.”
So here we find tenderness combined with pathos, and a beauti-
ful hope with the highest type of sentiment.
Another poem dealing with a modern phase of life is "The
Card-Dealer." Although it is entirely different from "Jenny"
in every other respect, the two poems do have that in common.
It is in the same metre as "The Blessed Damozel" but it is
certainly different in every other respect. It rather suggests
Rossetti’s picture "How They Met Themselves" in its weirdness.
He is using an ordinary occurence but he sees it in its broad-
est significance. It is 33nnbolical . The woman represents
Pate in the game of Life, and the players are struggling for
wealth and pleasure before Death stops the game. Considering
the symbols used, any one would realize that some knowledge of
cards and terms used in card games would be necessary to derive
any significance from the poem.
"A Hew Year’s Burden," "An Old Song Ended," and "Even So"
are all sad little things. The emotion is restrained, however.
Hone of them, to my mind, is of any great importance or
special significance. "A Little Thile" is classified as a
song and is very similar to these others only even more tender
and sorrowful.
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"Sudden Light"’’ is another song and is very beautiful. It
expresses very effectively that peculiar sensation we all have
at times of having lived through the same situation before al-
though we never did to our knowledge. The expression of this
thought is peculiar to Rossetti.
Of all the commentaries on "The Song of the Bower," I
believe that Sharp has judged it most accurately. He wrote
that "the throbbing fulness of the music makes it one of
Rossetti’s most impetuous and most musical lyrics, next to, if
not equalling, what he himself considered his lyric master-
piece, ’The Cloud Confines ’. "(l) In this song the writer is
exultant over his present happiness, but realizes bitterly
that his joy will not be possible through the future.
?our more songs followed and they are among his best work.
"The Woodspurge" like "Sudden Light" expresses a phenomenon
which most of us have experienced at some time in our lives.
Unconsciously while we suffer some great bereavement or pain,
we observe a detail about some ordinary thing which, thereafter
never leaves us because it made such an indelible impression
upon us.
"The Honeysuckle" has a deeper meaning than one would
derive from a hasty reading. I said it was -symbolical when
I was discussing the characteristics of Rossetti’s poetry, it
is a story of human ingratitude. A young man, while he is
struggling to make his way in the world, falls in love with a
poor girl. In order to win her, he has to mingle with the
4
(1) Sharp, p. 347
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people of her class, and compete with other poor boys. She ever
seems worth the struggle in spite of her little faults; but whei.
success comes to him he is ashamed of her and leaves her. Al-
though we are not told the reason, he never marries in spite of
the fact that he meets many lovel3r wealthy ladies. The
natural beauty of the poem, as well as its meaning, is worthy
of study.
Perhaps the many references to sadness in the poems of
Rossetti give the impression that the man was of a very morbid
turn of mind, but that is not so. For instance, consider his
'’The Sea-Limits." No one but a poet of the finest type could
have written it. By its diction, and even by its metre, it
gives us the mysterious tone of the sea. Swinburne said of it,
"It has the solemn weight and depth in it of living water, and
a sound like the speech of the sea when the wind is silent. "(l)
In regard to another phase of it, we have these words by
Lafcadio Hearn: "The measure of a poet is in the largeness of
the thought which he can apply to any subject, however, trifl-
ing. Compare Rossetti’s ’The Sea-Limits' with Lee -Kami It on's
poem on the sea-shell and you will then perceive the difference
between pessimism and philosophical human! tarianisra. In the
last beautiful stanza of Rossetti's we have a comparison as
sublime as any ever made by any poet--of the human heart, the
human life, re-echoing the murmur of the infinite Sea of Life.
Here is a much vaster conception than anything to be found in
Tennyson; and such a poem as that of Lee -Hamilton dwindles into
fl) Sharp, p. 348
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nothingness heside it, for we have here all that man can know
of our relation to the universe, and the mystery of that uni- *
verse brought before us by a simile of incomparable sublimity.”
(1) It is noteworthy that this poem which he never surpassed
in beauty and maturity was written at almost the same time as
"The Blessed Damozel.” He was only twenty-two at the time.
However, the early poem was far below the finished product with
which we are familiar. The title, too, was changed. At first
it was called "Prom the Cliffs: IJoon.”
In "The Cloud Confines" we have his view on the condition
of humanity clearly expressed:
"War that shatters her slain,
And peace that grinds them as grain,"
Perhaps he is melancholy here but, if so, he is thoughtfully
that way. At least, he is far different from the optimistic
Tennyson, although he is no pessimist. There even seems to be
a tinge of mockery in his lines:
"Strange to think by the way.
Whatever there is to know.
That shall we know one day."
In these lines he shows the influence of his day and age, for
although he was brought up in a religious atmosphere he had the
same doubts as the rest of his generation. It was the artist
side of him to which religion made an appeal—artistically--
not as a personal belief. This is proved in his o^.vn words:
"Would God I knew there were a God to thank
When thanks arise in me!"
Nothing could bettor express the attitude of mind toward
fl) Hearn, pp. 46-7
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religion at that time—doubt.
Concerning '’The Staff and Scrip” I wrote some comments
previously under ’’Rossetti's Medievalism.” There are some
other points which should be mentioned. The poem is very
sensuous. It shows his artistic touch in such lines as these:
’’She sent him a sharp sword, whose belt
About his body there
As sweet as her own arms he felt.
He kissed its blade, all bare,
Instead of her.
’’She sent him a green banner wrought
With one white lily stem.
To bind his lance with when he fought.
He writ upon the same
And kissed her name.
”She sent him a white shield, whereon
She bade that he should trace
His will. He blent fair hues that shone.
And in a golden space
He kissed her face.”
In the following lines there is a very effective picture
of the returning army:
’’The first of all the rout was sound,
The next were dust and flamie
,
And then the horses shook the ground:
And in the thick of them
A still band came.”
Although I have not mentioned all the lyrics, I have
included all those of superior worth. This group, as we have
noted, includes some of his best work, as well as his most
famous and most popular.
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’’Hand and Soul”
and Hi 3 Prose
Rossetti’s ’’Hand and Soul” might be called a prose poem
I
on account of its ’’exquisitely-balanced phrasing permeated by
I
' strong poetic emotion. ”fl) It is not a lyrical prose phantasy.
t
It is perfect prose, although poetic prose, and is without
I
rhyme and meter, yet it is rhythmical. With this exception,
I
Rossetti wrote no other poetic prose except an unfinished narra^
;
tive of spiritual experience. However, his prose was invari-
ably well balanced and rhythmical, although very limited in
!
amount. Most of it is to be found in his vast correspondence.
Thereare also his introduction and preface to ’’Dante and His
Circle,” the beautiful rendering into l^nglish of the ”Yita
Huova,” and a few other bits. Among these are two critiques
on Dr. Gordon Hake’s poems which show remarkable critical
ability, for they show appreciation of the good points as well
as the flaws. The first article appeared in ”fhe Academy” for
Peb. 1, 1873, and the second in ’’The Fortnightly Review” for
April, 1873. There are also some unpublished translations from
the French and an appreciative essay on Maclise written early
in 1871.
I
! "Hand and Soul” was published first in ’’The Germ.” It is
largely autobiographical. Years later a very few copies were
printed for private circulation. Finally it appeared in ’’The
Fortnightly Review” with some alterations. Although it is
apparently a narrative, it is really a beautiful allegory.
It has caused many to believe Rossetti had been in Italy and
(1) Sharp, p. 276
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that there really had been such a painter as Chiaro dell'* PJrma.
In fact, the Schizzo d’autore incerto in the Pitti Gallery, the
Dresden triptych, the two cruciform pictures, and the connois-
seur Dr. Aenmster are all mythical. The story is so well told,
however, that it is not to be wondered at that readers believed
it to be fact, although that was not Rossetti's intention.
He merely added the imaginary details to increase the reality.
' As years passed, and he saw how people reacted, he allowed them
to make any inferences they would without attempting to contra-
dict them.
This piece of work is thoroughly individual. It expresses
his conviction that an artist's soul, as well as his hands,
must work to accomplish every conception. The main idea of the
piece is that "true life is the truest worship and truest
praise. "(l) In its own particular way, this is as beautiful
as anything Rossetti ever wrote.
Translations
Turning to Rossetti's translations, we have his own words
concerning them. "The only true motive for putting poetry into
a fresh language must be to endow a fresh nation, as far as
possible, with one or more possession of beauty. Poetry not
being an exact science, literality of rendering is altogether
secondary to this chief law. I say literality, not fidelity,
which is by no means the same thing, ^en literality can be
combined with what is thus the primary condition of success,
I! (1) Sharp, p. 397
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the translator is fortunate, and must strive his utmost to
unite them; ^hen suoh objeot can only be attained by paraphrase.
that is his only path -Often would he avail himself of any
special grace of his own idiom and epoch, if only his will be-
longed to him; often would some cadence serve him but for his
author’s cadence; often the beautiful turn of a stanza must be
weakened to adopt some rhyme which will tally, and he sees the
poet revelling in abundance of language where himself is scant!
>
ly supplied, IJow he would slight the matter for the music, and
now the music for the matter; but no, he must deal to each
alike. Sometimes, too, a flaw in the work galls him, and he
would fain remove it, doing for the poet that which his age
denied him; but no, it is not in the bond. His path is like
that of Aladdin through the enchanted vaults: many are the
precious fruits and flowers which he must pass by unheeded in
search of the lamp alone; happy if at last, when brought to
light, it does not prove that his old lamp has been exchanged
for a new one, glittering indeed to the eye, but scarcely of
the same virtue nor with the same genius at its summons 1
)
It certainly must be obvious to a careful reader that
Rossetti came very close to that standard. Probably all will
concede that his masterpiece in this branch of work is Francois
Villon’s ’’Ballad of Dead Ladies” which was originally in old
French, However, his excellence is really proved beyond any
doubt in ’’Dante and His Circle,” Many of these involved and
difficult sonnets and canzonieri are not of general interest,
(1) Sharp, pp. 302-3
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and some are even devoid of poetio merit; yet, in spite of thes|
handicaps, they have a peculiar attraction with their reflec-1
tions of a people who have gone. The "Ballad of Bead Ladies"
is really exquisite. Even Swinburne, when he was working upon
translations of Villon's work, refrained from attempting to
translate this ballad. He felt there was little likelihood of
his being able to equal Rossetti's version, which has both
individuality and literality. As proof, let us consider such
a line as this;
"But where are the snows of yester-year "
"Ou sont les neiges d' ant an?"
Sharp tells us that Rossetti had "special faculties for
rendering into English verse the quaint metres and modes of
thought and sentiment of early literatures, and, if such might
not have detracted from the amount of valuable artistic or
poetic work of his own, it is impossible not to regret that he
did not do for the early poetio literature of Prance that which,
he did so ably for Italy. This Rossetti to a certain extent
recognised, and at one time he had indeed serious thoughts of
undertaking the task, but the pressure of as many commissions
for pictures as he could find time to execute, and the desire
of original poetic creation, prevented little being done."fl)
That quotation expresses very concisely mjr own opinion.
Rossetti's published translations are to be found in his
"Poems," "Dante and His Circle," and two translations from
English into Italian in his "Ballads and Sonnets." These
sonnets are celled "Proserpina" and "La Bella Mano." The
(l) Sharp, p. 305
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former is notable especially, not only for its beauty, but also
for the remarkable way in which he produced the same effects in
his translation as in the original, and often even in the corre-
sponding lines. ITake these lines, for example:
"Afar those skies from this Tartarean gray
That chills me: and afar, how far away.
The nights that shall be from the days that were."
"Lungi quel cielo dal tartareo manto
Che qui mi ouopre: e lungi ahi lungi ahi quanto
Le notti che saran dai di che furo.”
In 1874 came two other published translations. These were
from Uiccolo Tommaseo and were printed in the "Athenaeum” along
with a letter calling attention to the fact that Tommaseo ^s
early lyrics were unusual in that they made no references to
contemporary events. These two translations, "The Young Girl"
and "A Farewell," were never reprinted although I believe they
were worthy of it.
In his "Poems" there are nine translations which are all
short. One is taken from Sappho, three from Italian, and five
from old French sources. Of the French, three are from Francois
Villon; but the "Ballad of Dead Ladies" is far above "To Death,
of His Lady," and "His Mother *s Service to Our Lady" both in
the original and in the translation. ' The bther two which come
from the old French are "John of Tours," which is pathetic and
also a bit absurd, and "My Father's Close," which is astonish-
ingly literal. The one taken from Sappho was first called "One
Girl" and then later named. "Beauty." This work is exquisitely
graceful and refined. "Youth and Lordship," a translation of
« •
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an Italian street song, "The Leaf" by Leopardi, and the story
of Paolo and Francesca taken from the "Inferno" were added to
the 1881 issue of the "Poems."
Greatest of all his translations is "Dante and His Circle.’
Concerning it Lafcadio Hearn has said; "Rossetti has given us,
in one large volume, the most precious anthology of the Italian
poets of the Middle Ages that ever has been made . This
magnificent work would alone be sufficient to establish his
supreme excellence as a translator of poetry. ”(l) Most author-
ities agree with this verdict. Sharp even goes so far as to
sum the matter up in these words; "In such a collection of
sonnets, canzonieri, and ballata as is comprised in "Dante and
His Circle," it is difficult to specify this or that translatioi;
as being especially admirable where all are admirable; and when
it is remembered that with only one or two exceptions at the
outside the translator kept literally to the original metres
throughout, and that the renderings are of such uniform merit
(reading more like original poems than translations ) our
admiration and gratification are increased. From the most
solemn and pathetic lines of Dante, the true feeling of Guido
Cavalcanti, and the beauty of such a supreme love-poem as the
canzone on Angiola of Verona by Fazio Degli Uberti
,
to the very
indifferent recriminations of Forese Donati and the clever
catches of Franco Sacchetti, there is an equal level of the
highest merit from a translative point of view. The list of
authors is an imposing one, consisting of over sixty in all
(1) Hearn, p. 123
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in the first part comprising, besides the great name of Dante
Alighieri, such names as Guido Cavalcanti (represented by about
30 compositions)
,
Gino da Pistoia (by 12)
,
Dante da Maiano (by
4)
,
and Cecco Angiolieri (by 23) ; the compositions throughout
the volume being as follows: In the sonnet form, 141; in the
Canzone form, 30; in the Ballata, 15; in the Canzonetta, fl; and
I
in various forms, comprising the Sestina, Sentenze, Cantica,
I
Madrigal, Dialogue, and Blank Verse, 16- -in all, 210. ’’(l) That
^
furnishes us with a perfect summary of the writers represented
i
in the group and the forms used, and the praise of the work is
;
well within the bounds of reason. The poems certainly show
vastly superior power in the art of translation. They are real
:
poetry.
Summarizing what has been said about these translations,
I
I turne to Marillier’s statement concerning them: "They rank
' among the very finest work of the kind in the English language,
being no less remarkable for their high poetic qualities than
for the subtle dexterity of phrase by which the sound and sense
of the originals have been transplanted into a naturally colder
tongue. Rossetti's translation of the 'Vita iluova' alone might
stand as a monument of industry in such a case, for it breathes
a new spirit of language, a voluptuous and exotic style such as
has never been excelled for conveying the emotional mysticism
and introspective sentiment of a southern lover; but to this he
added that great mass of verse translations and sonnets .”(2
(1) Sharp, p. 310
(2) Mariller, p. 7
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His Ballads
Before oonsidering Rossetti's ballads, let us turn to the
ballad itself. During the Middle Ages, the people of the lower
classes were very superstitious, believing in demons, enchant-
ments, and spells; they loved feats of strength; they had a
boisterous sense of humor, religious feeling, and a conscious-
ness of melody. Out of this combination of interests and
characteristics grew the ballads, which mirror the hearts of
the lower classes and show how the people felt about the condi-
tions under which they lived, "Robin Hood" is an important
illustration. It was even the custom for itinerant pedlars
to go up and down the country selling the popular ballads,
singing them first as a means of advertising, for "a ballad,
which at present seems to signify a song wherein a story is
told, originally meant a short or even a long poem, modulated
in the recital to serve as a musical accompaniment to a dance,
from ballare
.
to dance. "(l)
The ballads were either the work of a fraternity whose
business it was to provide tales and songs for the amusement
of all ranks of society or they were the result of communal
authorship. They were, for the most part, long narratives,
generally followed by an envoi or moral, such as the famous
"Chevy Chase, "(S) "Sometimes meaningless refrains persist,
which appear to be older ballads jumbled without reason into
newer ones. The diction of the ballads is simple; the narretivefi
attempted are bald. The unmoved and unchanged choice of words
fl) Introduction to the "Book of English Songs" published in
1051
(2) "A Century of Ballads" p. 7
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may recite tales either of woe or of joy.^fl) The language
kept close to the everyday speech of the people who sang them.
"The ballads preserve many archaic literary traits along with
the emotions and culture of a vanished age. "(2) They had the
strophe and meters arising from the music sung in the medieval
churches. Iteration is the outstanding characteristic of the
ballad style, and it takes the form of incremental repetition.
This was probably due to the dance with which it was connected.
Thus a stanza repeated a preceding one but with variation and
then adds something more to the story. Situation ballads in
dialogue form were a primal type of ballad. Dialogue in these
came first and character, second.
The ballad is a lyric showing epic, dramatic, and choral
elements but with great variations within that type. The
stanzas differ, so do refrains, iteration, use of archaic
literary touches, the method of narration, etc. Some of the
older ballads are in couplet lines, and the later ones in
quatrains, but that is not always so. The stanzas differ in
form, movement, and lyrical quality; but they are generally
short and simple in form, constructed with parallel line
structure. The typical figures in the ballads were of the
upper classes.
As regards Rossetti's ballads, there are many and diverse
opinions. It is generally conceded that he brought the art of
the refrain to a perfection nobody else has equalled. Of the
seven published ballads, only "Stratton Water" is conceived
(1) Boas and Hahn, p. 81
(2) Pound, p. 109
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after the old T^nglish fashion, and this is without a refrain.
It is a perfect imitation of the old ballads, although the
tenderness and pathos are deeper and much less rough in utter-
ance than the old ballads were. However, there is no stanza
for which we could not find a parallel in some old ballad if we
so desired. The narrative is very simple and could not be more
beautiful. Nevertheless, Rossetti himself considered it was
successful only in so far as any imitation can be, although it
really is his most successful experiment.
Based on historical fact, but a masterpiece both in its
realism and emotion is "The White Ship." It was written in
1880, nominally for his brother WilliamZ^ children. It is told
rapidly and strongly, but is as simply constructed as "Stratton
Water," and perhaps even transcends that as a ballad. Sharp
tells us that "it is one of the best constructed, least laboured
and most direct of Rossetti’s poems. "(l) As an objective study
it shows a remarkable degree of power. It appeals vividly to
the visual faculty of the reader. The lines describing the
shipwreck and the drowning sensations of Berold are full of
power and force. That part is an admirable bit of subjective
work.
"I Berold was down in the sea;
And passing strange though the thing may be.
Of dreams then known I remember me."
Since the tale is told by the sole survivor, a butcher who
was the lowest menial on board, the point of view is rather
different from what it would have been if one of the members of
(1) Sharp, p. 376
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the court had told it. He criticises and judges his prince,
end yet is just and appreciates his unselfishness in his death.
’^The Prince was a lawless shameless youth;
Prom his father's loins he sprang without ruth:
"He was a Prince of lust and pride
;
He showed no grace till the hour he died.
•
"God only knows where his soul did wake,
But I saw him die for his sister's sake."
It is his simple way of relating the story which makes it more
tragic
.
The ballad is written in distlchs and has a striking
refrain. It is a most effective piece of work and really
almost perfect.
"The Xing's Tragedy" was foimded on history also. Hearn
considers this ballad far below the previous one but others do
not agree with him. Sharp not only places it first among the
ballads but also contends that Rossetti himself considered it
his best work. It certainly was written on a subject in which
he was intensely interested. He had a sincere admiration for
"The King's Quhair" and also for James of Scotland himself. So
the writing of the ballad was more or less in the nature of a
labor of love, and, as such, would naturally tend to be among
his best. Certainly the weird imaginativeness and supernatural
effect in the closing stanza of the tragic prophecy and appeal
of the woman are magnificent.
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’’For every man on Goal's ground, 0 ICing,
His death grows up from his birth
In a shadow-plant perpetually;
And thine towers high, a black yew-tree.
O’er the Charterhouse of Perth!”
Hall Caine has pronounced this ballad the highest reach of
Rossetti’s imagination. This seems a rather exaggerated esti-
mate. The story is told effectively and dramatically, but
diffusely, by Kate Douglas who was called Kate Barlass because
she attempted vainly to save her king by barring the door with
her arm against his murderers. Her presence in the story, com-
bined with that of the queen, rather breaks the unity of the
poem. It gives a secondary heroine, and that is not ballad-
like. The poem is in the regular ballad stanza and at times
shows a remarkable ability on the part of Rossetti in catching
the swing of the old ballad metre.
The three ballads we have just considered more or less
accurately conform to ballad requirements, but the others are
the product of his imagination and are more strongly marked by
his individual characteristics and style. ’’Troy Town,” ’’Eden
Bower,” and'Rose Mary” were all written about 1869-72. The
first one is unique in that, although it has the ballad effect,
it has a classical subject, treated in a medieval way. There i£
not, however, any trace of mysticism in it. The emotion is on
a rather low level. It is frankly sensuous. To me, the one
outstanding feature of the poem is its unique single and double
refrain.
”Eden Bower” was started soon after ”Troy Town” and at
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Penkill Castle also. It is both intense and dramatic, and more
i
passionate in feeling than "Troy Town." The whole poem is an
j
expression of superhuman and evil passion. In fact, it is
! unique among contemporary poetry for its personification of
jealousy in a women. fl) The refrain is far from as effective
as that in "Sister Helen" yet it adds greatly to the effect of
i
' lyrical emotion. It ends with Lilith ^s terrible and triumphant
I
promise concerning the two children of Adam and TJve.
i
’»'The first is Cain and the second Abel:
I
(Eden bower’s in flower.)
! The soul of one shall be made thy brother.
And thy tongue shall lap the blood of the other.
'
(And 0 the bower and the hourj)"
"Rose Mary7 which is chiefly objective, is also unique in
' English literature. It deals with a medieval subject, and is
a story of magic and passion. It is one of Rossetti’s longest
poems, full of beauty and thoroughly characteristic of him.
The form of the verse was cleverly selected for it allows for
very effective endings to many highly-wrought emotional passage j
throughout the poem. It is the octo-syllabic couplet followed
by an octo-syllabic triplet with one rhyme sound. Although the
lines are regular, they are far from monotonous,
i Sharp says that "it is a powerful and beautiful poem,
charged with that supernatural element so characteristic of the
author at his best and sustained throughout at an equable pitch
only rising to intenser notes with the urgent wave of emotion
. or passion of dramatic climax. As a ballad it is not so fine
as "The Xing’s Tragedy," as a work of art it is superior; and
-r
^ ^
^ »
"
j
(1) Robert Browning has a parallel in his male personifioation
of jealousy in "Ily Last Duchess."
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its sonorous and strongly-coloured stanzas will continue favour
ites with all lovers of poetry. The least successful portions
of the poem are the Beryl-Songs, the rapid lyrical measures of
which are at once forced and unfitting; but they were an after-
thought and an excrescence. Eossetti found that the songs were
a mistake and said that, in a future edition, he should remove
them from the body of the poem.’^fl) I agree entirely with him.
The story is a very simple little one based on the belief
in the Middle Ages in crystallomancy which is the art of seeing
into the future by looking into the transparent substance of a
jewel, crystal, or glass. Usually a young girl was used by the
diviner, but the child had to bo absolutely innocent. If she
had been guilty of any fault, even secretly, then her power to
see was impaired. The tragedy of Rossetti ^s poem arises from
this. But the girl made a sincere repentance for her fault;
for she destroyed the beryl-stone, considering it a devilish
thing. This was really one way of committing suicide, because
anyone who broke such stones was certain to be killed by the
enraged spirits which were thus set loose. Finally there is a
moral dragged in at the end and spoken by the spirit of the
beryl:
’’Already thy heart reraerabereth
llo more his name thou sought 'st in death:
For under all deeps, all heights above,
—
So wide the gulf in the midst thereof,
—
Are Hell of Treason and Heaven of Love.”
Then at the very end we have here as in ”The Blessed Daraozel”
a picture of Heaven as a place of lovers:
fl) Sharp, p. 373
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’’TTarmed and lit is thy place afar
With guerdon-fires of the sweet Love-star
Where hearts of steadfast lovers are:--”
The charm of the story is in its extraordinary vividness,
and the attractive characterization of the mother and daughter.
When we read this poem we seem to be looking at real life and
feeling human passions. That is not true of most medieval
poems one might read. They generally seem like fairy-tales.
Perhaps Rossetti overcame this by his intensive study of the
past in old books and museums until it became real to him.
Some of the descriptions in the poem are remarkable. For
example, let us note the one of the beryl-stone.
”With shuddering light *t was stirred and strewn
Like the cloud-nest of the wading moon:
Freaked it was as the bubble’s ball,
Rainbow-hued through a misty pall
Like the middle light of the waterfall.
’’Shadows dwelt in its teeming girth
Of the known and unknown things of earth;
The cloud above and the wave around, --
The central fire at the sphere’s heart bound.
Like doomsday prisoned underground.”
That is proof in itself that the writer must have been a paint-
er as well as a poet. The choice of words is astonishing. Kos ;
of them have more than one meaning, and both meanings are equal-
ly implied. It is an exquisite piece of work. In fact, the
whole poem can not be too highly praised, I believe.
The seventh ballad is ’’Sister Helen.” Rossetti was only
twenty-three when he wrote this poem, but it shows as firm a
grasp and as mature strength as anything he wrote later. One
of the most remarkable features of the poem is its absolute
ov
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sincerity. It is also intensely dramatic. Superstition is the
foundation of the story, which is placed hack in the Middle
Ages} and it is the best example of story-telling that Rossetti
has given us among his shorter poems. It is subjectively vivid
and deals with the extremes of human passion—hate, love, re-
venge, and religious despair, all influenced by the age in
which the story is supposed to take place. It differs from his
other poems in that it has a refrain varying slightly with each
verse. It is this refrain which gives the poem much of its
weird charm, and always represents the secret thought of the
girl--what she cannot say to her little brother, but what she
thinks and suffers. The conversation is only between the girl
and the baby brother, and the characters stand out boldly like
those in the old ballads. The contrast between the two is
especially fine. She talks to the child in childish langiiage
,
but with a terrible meaning behind each simple word. The pres-
ence of the child intensifies the pathos of the situation, for
he sees only that his sister has made a lovely wax doll which
he would like to have. He can not understand why his sister,
instead of giving him the new plaything, begins to melt it in
the fire.
The climax of hatred comes in the stanza--
’”3he may not speak, she sinks in a swoon.
Sister Helen, --
She lifts her lips and gasps on the moon.'
'Oh I might I but hear her soul's blithe tune.
Little brother J'
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Then the tone begins to change, and finally ends in the melan-
choly of eternal despair.
'”AhJ what white thing at the door has cross'd,
Sister Helen,
Ahl what is this that sighs in the frost?'
'A soul that's lost as mine is lost.
Little brother]'
(O Mother, Mary Mother,
Lost, lost, all lost, between Hell and Heaven])"
So one can easily see that the action works up to a climax, but
with the death-bell the passion subsides to that last pitiful
wail. It is a rather terrible thing, and yet rather sophisti-
cated for the old ballads. However, its intensity of feeling,
its sustained level of excellence, and the spell of its
supernatural effect should warrant its being considered one of
the best things Rossetti wrote.
In addition to these fine ballads there was also a saturn-
ine ballad called "Jan Van Hunks" which was finished just
before his death.
His Sonnets
Concerning Rossetti's sonnets, as well as his ballads,
there is a vast difference of opinion regarding their worth.
J'or instance, "Le Livre," 10 L^cembre, 1881 published this
notable bit: "Parmi les auteurs raodernes de sonnets en Angle-
terre, M. Rossetti a droit 'h la premiere place. Pour trouver
les meVnes qualit^s que dans ses ouvrages, il faut s' addresser
aux sonnets de Shakespeare, de Milton, ou de Wordsworth.
L' influence des raodeles Italians sur 1' auteur se fait fortement
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sentir, et 1 ’intensite'" de la passion se mele ohez lut a une
aust^rite que vient directement du Dante. Gomme magnificenoe
de langage, la litterature Anglaise moderns n'e rien qui egale
ces poemes.’^fl) I believe that praise is entirely justified
as far as the shorter sonnets are oonoerned, and others agree
with that distinction between these sonnets and those in ’’The
House of Life.” Sharp, referring to these short sonnets,
wrote: ’’The sonnet was his special vehicle of expression,
They have a luminous vision, an urgency of revelation, that now
and again become overwhelming, though they seldom reach to the
heights of intellectual passion, seldom spring from aspiration,
spiritual hope, or wide human sympathy. They are in general
characterised by sonorous metrical and rhythmical effects un-
paralleled in our language; Rossetti weighed every word,
balanced the rhythmical movement, attuned the sonorous effect
of every line and polished to the utmost the double facet of
every sonnet he wrote.” (2) Other authorities, so far as I
could determine, agree with that statement.
’’The House of Life” d^Oes not measure up to the standard of
excellence of his other poems. Sharp, whom I quoted above,
is very outspoken in his criticism of the sonnet sequence. I
have included his statement because it is such a contrast to hii
exceedingly high praise in the other quotation. ’’Frequently is
the reader arrested by obscurity of expression, by a too sub-
jective motif or treatment of motif, and by an absence of cer-
tain qualities where such might have been expected. While it
i
fl) quoted by Sharp, p. SOS
(2) Sharp, pp. 395-6
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is beyond doubt that the poet has in this series left behind
him a monument of beauty that will last as long or longer than
the tradition of his presence, it must be admitted that it does
not embrace one-half of what constitutes the life of emotion,
and that the title is a misnomer in so far as it is meant to be
an adequate representation of the life spiritual. 'The House
of Life* is too significant a name to be mainly limited only to
the expression of all the varying emotions that accompany the
passion of love, for nothing can then be given to the passion
of the intellect, little or nothing to wider human hopes and
fears, to the longings and aspirations of the individual soul
and of a spirit sympathetic with the general life of humanity.
So that in the beautiful work of Dante Gabriel Rossetti, while
we find the most subtle shades of personal pain, regret, shad-
owy hope, remorse, spiritual agony, love, passion, rapture,
foreboding, despondency, frustration, we do not in addition
find the high hope of the soul that we associate with Shelley
or the joy in life so characteristic of Keats. "(l) nothing
could more clearly state the definite limit of the subject
matter and the limitations in the treatment of the sonnet
sequence.
Kveryone does not, however, agree with my judgment on this
work. Rickett is very enthusiastic about.it. He says: "The
finest illustration of Rossetti's exquisite workmanship and of
its marvellous symmetrical excellence is found in his sonnet
sequence, 'The House of Life.* If there is any fault to find
fl) Sharp, pp. 406-7
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it is that the form is too exquisite. So much care has been
exercised that we are over-conscious of the deliberation of the
artist at times. But despite a certain lack of freshness and
spontaneity at times, it contains some of the finest love poems
in the language, and takes its place beside the memorable
'Sonnets from the Portuguese' of Mrs. Bro^vning."fl) To me, it
seems hardly possible that one could think of placing Rossetti's
"House of Life" beside Mrs. Browning's exquisite expressions of
love. Hers are, seemingly, spontaneous expressions direct from
her heart. Rossetti's have been so polished that, to me, they
have entirely lost that essential quality. They are beautiful
bits of art, but they do not measure up to his "The Blessed
Damozel" and many other lyrics, and some of his ballads.
One of the best classifications of this group of poems is
given in Sharp's book: "About twenty-five of Rossetti's printed,
sonnets have rhymed couplet-endings, and of these nineteen are
to be found in 'The House of Life.' In all, his printed sonnetji
amount to one hundred fifty-two, which can be classed as fol-
lows: 27 sonnets for pictures, exclusive of 2 Italian dupli-
cates and of 3 embodied in 'The House of Life,' and inclusive
of one unpublished sonnet on 'The Girlhood of Mary Virgin;' 25
miscellaneous, including, besides 7 unpublished in his collectec.
work, his sonnet on the Sonnet; and 101 constitiiting 'The House
of Life. '"(2)
Among the Sonnets on Pictures, "A Venetian Pastoral" is
not only the most beautiful but one of the most exquisite
fl) Rickett, p. 125
f2) Sharp, p. 394
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sonnets he ever wrote. It was written before he was twenty-
two years old, but it was altered later to quite an extent.
His ’’Pandora” is almost as good in the poem as it is in
the picture, but naturally it means more to those who have seen
the picture than to others.
One of his most powerful bits of writing, and most sugges-
tive of Hilton, is ”0n Refusal of ilid between Rations.” It is
a fine piece of work, and, in comparison, makes ’’Tiber, Rile,
and Thames” grade very low indeed. In the latter poem there is
no artistic coherency. Three unconnected motifs do not in-
crease its value. Much more attractive, and also clever, is
”A Watch with the Moon.’*
’’Weary already, weary miles to-night
I walked for bed; and so, to get some ease,
I dogged the flying moon \^th similes.
And like a wisp she doubled on my sight
In ponds; and caught in tree-tops like a kite;
And in a g^lobe of film all vapourish
Swam full-faced like a silly silver fish;--
Last like a bubble shot the welkin’s height
Where my road turned, and got behind me, and sent
My wizened shadow craning round at me.
And jeered, ’So, step the measure , --one two three f
And if I faced on her, looked innocent.
But just at parting, halfway down a dell.
She kissed me for goodnight. So you’ll not tell.’’
In a place by itself in all Rossetti’s writing is ’’Dantis
Tenebrae.” It was written in memory of his father and so,
naturally, is very personal. It is a fine and gracious tribute
Its mysticism, too, is worthy of note.
’’And did'st thou know indeed, when at the font
Together with thy name thou gav’st me his.
That also on thy son must Beatrice
Decline her eyes according to her wont.
Accepting me to be of those that haunt
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The vale of magical dark mysteries
There to the hills her poet’s foot-track lies
And wisdom’s living fountain to his chaunt
Trembles in music? This is that steep land
There he that holds his journey stands at gaze
Tow'rd sunset, when the clouds like a new height
Seem ailed to climb. These things I understand:
For here, where day still soothes my lifted face.
On thy bowed head, ray father, fell the night.”
’’The House of Life” is another of the sonnet cycles which
were revived by Mrs. Browning. This one was composed over a
period of thirty-three years, and was based on his emotional
experiences. The subject, in general, is TIlizabeth Siddal,
his wife, and most of the sonnets are in the Italian form. The
idea of the House is drawn from astrology. The work is divided
into two parts with the second part composed of more miscella-
neous poems. Both sections stress the various emotions, music,
and beauty, but the style is rather strained, even too elabo-
rate at times. The whole is, however, a high tribute to the
passion of love and poetry, although the thought content seems
entirely secondary to the beauty of the expression.
A characteristic which I have mentioned before and which
stands out in all his work is particularly striking in this
sonnet cycle. He has not written to be universally understood
and popular among all people. He preferred, rather, to be
appreciated and understood by cultivated people only. The
entire cycle plainly shows this. At times it is extremely
subtle. The form is elaborate. It is intended to be entirely
outside the range of the uneducated masses.
Another of his peculiar characteristics is evident in
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’^?he Birth-Bond.'^ It illustrates his strange consciousness of
Oriental thoughts and beliefs, although we have no evidence to
show us how this can be possible. In this particular poem he
presents the same thought as given in a Japanese proverb about
the relations of a previous existence. It is a beautiful
thought of love, especially in the last part:
'’Even so, when first I saw you, seemed it, love,
That among souls allied to mine was yet
One nearer kindred than life hinted of.
0 born with me somewhere that men forget.
And though in years of sight and sound unmet
,
Known for my soul’s birth-partner well enough!'’
'’Willowwood” is a dream and an exquisite piece. In it
his dead wife returns to him. It is impossible, of course, but
very effective and also very sad.
’’Lost on Both Sides” is also very effective, and, as al-
ways, very beautiful. In it he compares the hopes and aims of
an artist to two men in love with one woman. Of course, while
she is alive they are bitter enemies, but after her death,
their mutual pain and understanding bring them together. The
idea brought out is that an artist in love works only to please
his beloved, but after her death his hopes and ambitions will
be drawn together by her memory. The idea that the woman be-
came the bride of death is rather ironical, I thought, but it
intensifies the effect of the poem.
’’Body's Beauty” is rather charming. It recalls the
curious legend about Lilith, and connects well with his
painting.
’’Love Enthroned,” the first sonnet in the group, is
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a very fitting one with which to begin the group. Here we learn
that love is supreme in the House:
’’Love's throne was not with these; but far above
All passionate wind of welcome and farewell
He sat in breathless bowers they dream not of;
Though Truth foreknow Love’s heart, and Hope fore-
tell.
And Fame be for Love’s sake desirable,
And Youth be dear, and Life be sweet to Love,”
In the fourth sonnet of the group ,”Lovesight ,” there is
the first hint of foreboding which occurs again and again
throughout the sequence. Here is the first expression of his
feeling of inevitable loss and ultimate despair:
”0 love, my lovej if I no more should see
Thyself, nor on the earth the shadow of thee,
ITor image of thine eyes in any spring,
—
How then should sound upon Life’s darkening slope
The ground-whirl of the perished leaves of Hope,
The wind of Death's imperishable wing?”
In ’’Winged Hours” the same note of foreboding is to be found,
and the climax of that feeling finally comes in ’’Without Her”
which expresses his deep despair after her death.
”3oul-Light” shows us that Rossetti placed the spiritual
j
aspect of love far above the physical. That is proved in the
lines
:
”Even so, through eyes and voice, your soul doth move
Ky soul with changeful light of infinite love.”
The same thought is also found in ’’Her Gifts” which is a truly
beautiful sonnet.
These particular sonnets have stood out among the others
for the reasons given although all of them are fine and noble.
Beauty was very evidently the god he worshipped, and his ideal.
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The result is extraordinarily heautiful sonnets.
!
Sharp says that "From the work one would judge him a man
with an acute, even painfully acute sensibility, with a pas-
sionate love of the beautiful, with a habit of morbid intro-
spection and a tendency to succumb to morbid impulses, with an
occasional passion and vehemence startling in its suddenness,
I and, while of an essentially spiritual nature, forced by bent
I
of genius into poetic expression wherein sensuous images and
symbolism are preeminent ."(l) With part of that statement it
is possible to agree, but there is no sonnet one could use to
justify the phrase "a tendency to succumb to morbid impulses."
I
Having read his "The Blessed Damozel," one would never question
Rossetti’s spirituality; and his use in that poem of symbols
and sensuous images certainly does not lower the tone of the
poem.
Hueffer gives another side of the picture. He says that
there is the "tendency all through the 'House of Life' to dis-
count things really and brilliantly seen
,
with images willed
i to complete by analogy the literary idea." That is true in
i
I
such lines as these:
"And Fame whose loud wings fan the ashen Past
to signal fires "
He continues by saying: "Such jewel is robbed all its effect
by being bedded in jewelled images and lost in a catalogue of
pictures of Abstract Ideas. "fS) It is true that Rossetti did
force ideas and images that do not convince one, but he did it
because he was trying to be clear and not leave anything to the
ti _____—^—
(1) Sharp, p. 411
(2) Hueffer, p. 78
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reader's imagination.
In the comments throughout this section I have tried to
make clear the fact that I do not consider Rossetti's sonnets
so satisfactory in every way as his ballads and his early lyrics .
They are beautiful, without any question, but they stress that
feature to the detriment of some other equally important ones
—
spontaneity, for example.
V
Conclusion
So, in conclusion, we may say that 'he painted and wrote
poetry with strong medieval and spiritual touches and lavish
details. He revived the world of romance and wonders and
spiritual beauty. He was the culmination of the renaissance
of wonder. He had imagery, sweetness, richness of music.
Through realism he tried to visualize the unseen world. He
wrote fine lyrics, great ballads, excellent sonnets, with
mysticism and romance. '(1)
VI
Summary
' Te have found that Rossetti, born in an age of great lit-
' erary productivity and into a family whose head was intensely
interested in literature, showed an early interest in the art
i
;
of writing. In fact, his genius expressed itself through two
arts
—
painting and literature, mostly poetry. Hhile he was
still a very young man he became the leader of the group which
called itself the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood; and, in advocating
1 C 1
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their beliefs through the medium of the little magazine ’^The
Germ,” published his remarkable ”The Blessed Damozel” as well
as other remarkably mature lyrics.
When that movement died a natural death for want of con-
tinued interest in, and antagonism to, the group, he continued
his painting and writing showing, as he did throughout his life
a very great love for Keats. In fact, Keats, as we have noted,
influenced Rossetti's poetry in many respects. Several other
writers, particularly Llalory, Ghatterton, Coleridge, and Tenny-
son, did also; but Keats was outstanding in this respect.
The most prominent quality of Rossetti's poetry is its
medievalism which we have traced throughout his work. All of
his poems are beautiful, appealing in every possible way to our
senses. They are pictorial to a high degree, giving us ample
evidence that the writer had an artist's eye; they are musical;
and they, like his painting, are aglow with color. However,
his workmanship is far superior in his poetry to that in his
painting in which the proportions are often very noticeably
poor.
His lyrics are exceptionally fine in lyric beauty and
imagination. They include, not only some of his most famous
and most popular work, but also some of his best. His ’’The
Blessed Damozel” is unique in its beauty and maturity of style.
"The Last Confession” is his dramatic masterpiece. His "Jenny”
shows he was fully conscious of the problems of his day although
his usual desire was to seclude himself in a romantic world of
t
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his own, far .from these problems.
His prose, although limited in quantity, is worthy of note,
His "Hand and Soul" is really a prose poem and is autobiograph-
ical .
His translations form a very valuable part of his work.
His "Ballad of Dead Ladies" and "Dante and His Circle" are
really masterpieces in this art. Harillier, as we quoted befor(
,
said that these translations "rank among the very finest work
of the kind in the English language . "(l)
His ballads may be divided into two classes, those which
are based on historical facts and those which are entirely the
product of his imagination. "Stratton Water" is perfect as an
imitation of the old English ballads, but is not so great as
his "The White Ship" which is a masterpiece of realism, or
"The Zing's Tragedy" which Rossetti himself considered his best,
His other ballads do not conform so closely to the old ballad
style as these just mentioned, "Rose Mary" is, however, full
of beauty and is based on a belief in the supernatural. It is,
artistically, of greater value than the other ballads already
mentioned. "Sister Helen" is very dramatic, medieval, and a
fine bit of story-telling. These last two ballads alone would
warrant our granting Rossetti an important place in this field
of art
,
In regard to his sonnets, we found that he wrote the
sonnet-sequence "The House of Life" as well as many individual
sonnets of value. Personally I do not think the sonnet -sequenct
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measures up to the standard of his other work. It is interest-
ing, however, for it shows, more than any other work, the in-
tensely Italian side of his nature.
Considering all these points, I believe we must oonoede
that Rossetti’s death in 1882, when he was still a comparative!;’
young man, robbed us of a very interesting and important figure
in the world of art and letters.
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